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Regents OK
$15 Increase
In Room Rent
By STU THAYER
Makeup Edifor
TALLAHASSEE - The Board of Regents
. Monday approved a room rent increase for
· USF from $130 to $145 per quarter.
The action was due; according to Pres.
John S. Allen, _to a deficit in operating expens-

Steve Anderson was elected
chairman of the State Councii
of Student Body Presidents by
a unanimous vote Sunday in
Tallahassee.
Jim Thoma of .the University of West Florida was elected
Vice-President and Jerry
Sternstein, director of external affairs for the USF Stu•
dent Government, was appointed Executive Director of
the council.
The council is composed of
the student government presidents from the seven stateowned universities in Florida.

Saturday, May 10
Faculty/Student Golf Tournament, 8 a.m. USF Golf
. Course. \

The change is effective beginning next fall.

Intramural Track Finals,
1:30 p.m., USF Track.
"Tropics" Dance, 9 p.m.,
Gym.

Rogers c9ntinued, "Steadily
increasing rises in the costs of
goods, services, arid labor necessitate an increase in the
rent rate structure.

Sunday, May 11
Hawaiian Luau with entertainment, 5 p.m., Argus
Pool. ..

','At the current rate of income, we cannot continue to
provide the very minimal services for the students nor recruit and keep any good employes," Rogers said.

Senior Satire cancelled.

Pi Sigma Epsilon has already conducted one successful exchange program Quarter II in the College of Business.
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dependent ; Linda Keeneth - ·1ege of Engineering are John college seats in the legisla- ~
SRG; Man~el Pela,ez - SRG ; St. Amant - SRG; William E.
tu~he second -amendment alNorman Googe! - SRG; Mike Packer - Independent.
Holding ~ats in the College , lows college councilmen the "'
Cohen - · Independent.
REPRESENTING the Col- of Business are Sheldon Wind right to hold representative
lege of Education are Hal - Independent; John Nitardi seats concurrently.
Iri the two survey poll quesPrice - SRG; Wendy Wil- - write-in.
THE NEW representatives .tions appearing on the ballots
liams - SRG; Martha Cle\vere sworn into office at last it .was found that 754 of the
ment - · SRG; Rose Raska Thursday's S G legislative voters did not oppose a RathSRG.
skeller (with food, beer and
The College of Liberal Arts meeting.
Both amendments to the SG entertainment) on campus,
elected Ray Zagorski - SRG;
John Guggenheim - SRG; constitution were passed. The and 751 voters would patronfirst gives the SG President ize ~such a Rathskeller.
Sandra Pascall- SRG.
Elected to seats in the Col- more leeway in filling vacant

I Inside

Today

Bill Will
Establish St.
·Pete Site

THE MEETING WOULD be "a weekend type of thing,"
with informal structure the keynote.
Anderson, fresh from his election as council chairman at the
meeting's start, said, "Junior colleges have been ignored and
it's time for this body (the Council of Student Body Presidents)
to recognize them."
THE MEETING OF YOUNG leaders would not be just of
junior college presidents but college leaders in all positions.
Alga Hope, president of Florida A and M's students, said he
would offer A and M as a site for the conference.
A committee of A and M's Hope, FSU's Brown and Florida
Tech's Walt Komanski was formed to help organize the conference.
No date was set inunediately for the conference.

Leisure Invokes Thought (Page 8)

Coe Arrrested,

He was released on $6,000
bail._
The original complaint of
theft was made, according to
Major John Salla of the Sheriffs Department, by USF. The
Oracle later learned that the
arrest warrant was dgned by
Hillsborougk County Justice of
the Peace, Marion Hendry.
Salla said Monday "We are
investigating the matter. I
feel we may make more ar-rests before it's all over."
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The council in its debate said the meeting would be held "to
· find out what's going on," according to Cantor _!lrown, president of Florida State University's student government.

Reached i n Tallahassee
Monday where he was attending a Board of Regents meeting, Hardaway said he had
asked for an investigation
concerning the missing materials.

If successful, the SG will
sponsor the exchange on a
continuing basis for the next
five years.

Sched

Leaders To Meet-

Roger Coe, Student Government senator, was arrested
Friday evening by the Hillsborough County Sheriffs Department for the possession of
stolen property.

STUDNETS MAY bring any
book(s) they wish to sell. Pi
Sigma Epsilon will take
charge of the actual exchange
and add an additional 10½ per /
cent onto the price established
by the seller. All books not
sold will, be returned to the
owners without charge.

22 New· Representatives

:om

April 25 to inquire why pictures were taken · of student
demonstrators. The pictures
in question were shown to
Hardaway by the students.

Books will be collected from
June 4 to 11 on the second
floor of the University Center
with the actual exchange taking place June 16 to 20.

Class

*

By PHILIP RUNNELS
Editor

A University--wide book exchange \llill begin operation
Quarter IV under the CO•
sponsorship of the Student
Government (SG) and Pi
S i g m a Epsilon Marketing
Fraternity.

Steve Anderson, ~G president, said "This is the first
time in four years that a student book exchange -has been
sponsored and is being provided only as .a service to the
students."

The Iron Butterfly

Allen said, "The program
a student voice to the Board
of Regents and other impor· will be experimental and will
admit no more than 60 stutant agencies.
The Student Government dents a year. At the end of
sent seven delegates to the three years, the program will
two-day . meeting for cam• be e:-raluated" for possible expaigning and the conduction tension.
The marine science masof business. They w~re: Anderson, Chuck Tonkm, John - ter's progra,m will ·train
.
.
Driggers, Jef1:Y broadly · ed;cated te~chers
Greer,
Nine-hundred , votes . were
Sternstem, Roger Coe and -Bill and basic and applied re- cast 'in the Student · Governsearchers in the marine inept (SG) college-,yide elecHumphries.
sciences.
, tions last Wednesday. Only 8.7
-eligible votIn other action, the Regents per cerit of USF's
ers · participated ' in' the ~ecalso approved · revisions of
tion of · their representatives.
USF's t r a ff i c regulations
Elected as representatives
which provide for a straight
the College of Basic Studies
in
· $2 fine for parking violations.
were Bob Bruce - SRG;
The previous structure pro- Susan Dickinson - SRG; Jim
TALLAHASSEE - Iri a meeting that saw USF Student Government Pres. Steve Anderson elected chairman, State Council vided for staggered fines of Taylor - -~RG; Steven 1'.
$2, $5, and $10 for the first, Adler - SRG; Dominic C.
of Student Body Presidents proposed a State Conference of
second, and Third and all fol- Grosso - SRG; Curtis BillingYoung Leaders in which all college students in leadership posi- lowing violations respectively. sley - SRG; Tom Fox - Intions in the state would attend.

Free-On B_ail

Student Run
Spectacular Book Sale
Events Set Set for June

Friday, May 9
Baseball: USF vs. Rollins,
3 p.m. Baseball Diamond.
_0. C. Smith - Eddie Floyd
Concert, 8 p.m. Gym.

Meanwhile, the Regents
.
'
the other state universities." also approved master of arts
''One of our primary _objec· programs in· history and matives is to make the council a rine science, and a "bachelor
. more responsive body to the of engineersing technology."
students of the state, and to
improve our communications
The "bachelor of engineerand influence with the Board ing technologq" leads to a
of Regents, the State Legisla- bachelor degree "which will
ture and the Board of Educaprovide a two-year upper dition."
vision educational experience
THE COUNCIL'S purposes for students who have cominclude providing formal com- pleted associate of science
munication .between students program in certain technolog- VOL. 3-NO. · 35
and administrators, substantiating and amplifying the offi• ical specialties in Florida's
cial positions of the respec- junior colleges," according to
tive schools, and serving as Allen.

VICfORY
ANDERSON'S
places USF in the_ leadership
position statewide as the official spokesman for Florida's
universities. This marks the
first time the post has been
held by anyone other than the
University of Florida or ·Florida State.
Anderson said, "This new
position is indicative of the
position of \JSF in relation to

~

Thursday, May 8
Iron Butterfly Concert1 8
p.m. Gym.

es of approximately $17 per student:
In a Jetter to Allen previously, USF Business Manager Andrew C. Rogers said, "We
have known for some time that a rent increase
would -b.e necessary if we are to continue to
meet ·operating expenses."

Body Picks.
Anderson.·

,........ ... -· .....
. ··-··· .. ··•-· .

$tudenl Representatives;
Help For Departments
By RICARDO PLANA:S
Staff Writer
Student representatives at
USF are playing an important
role in their departments.
Their voices have considerable influence upon faculty policy making which affects students at the university.

m~nts. They held their offices .
for a perioq . of one or two ·
IN A PRIOR statement isQuarters.
sued by Hardaway Thursday
he
r~porter
Times
Tampa
to a
The assistance they offer _. The student representatives
said, "The photographs and students "makes it a little for the Graudate division of
other materials which were easier to go to school," said . the Soc:iiology Dept. are Wal- .
the basis for the discussion Michael Elworth, student rep- . ter : Terrie and Michael El- ,
( on April 25) were obtained resentative of the Sociology worth., The Undergraduate
from University files without Dept.
representatives are · B y r o n .
proper authorization."
Howes and John Wagner. TerTHE IDEA OF having stu- rie and Elworth• along with
Hardaway indicated in Tal- dents sit on Faculty meetings the -faculty, decide on issues
THE CHARGES • _Jarently lahas~ee there had been no originated in the Sociology such as admission to graduate
stem from photographic mate- previous complaints filed by Dept., at the request of its programs,. requirements for ·
:rials missing from Education the University prior to Fri- chairman Dr. Raymond T. the program, and the courses
Wheeler. It then extended to to be offered.
Resources surrounding the day's arrest.
East Allen Demonstration at
At his home in St. Peters- - the departments of Political · . ,'.l'HE undergraduate comthe end of last quarter.
burg, Monday, Ooe Satid, "I'm Science, History, and Mathe- mittee is . responsible for
Coe and several other stu- Innocent and the charges filed matics.
scheduling, outlining -required .
The representatives are courses, and changes in the
dents visited Elliot :Iardaway, against me are completely un•
vice president for Administra• founded. I have a good attor- elected by student members catalog.
In the Political Science Detive Affairs, in his offic:e rn PPY working on the situation." of their respective rlep1rt-

·partm'eitt ··the representatives relevant to Math. courses in
are: Bob Carreiro ·and Jim the Library. It recommends
Krog. . Their . duties . include • :the Library those books
anything concerning the cur- that have been approved by
riculum, sa:id their adviser, the department. A list of curDennis_· Knab, assistant pro- . rent journals in mathematics
· fessor for the· department. is also published by the com'
.''They are now pushing to\vard mittee.
The representatives for the
a more flexible program of
Political Science, and the de- History Department are: Mi.partment has supported them chael Gentry, Ernest Guthrie,
- 1 Pa,tW_ells, Dick Lineohn, John
in ·ideology,"' he. added.'. ·
' Bell, Bob , Rutherford, Bill
· ·
, · · · .·
de~a~e~t ~f- , Afath e- Edson, and Bill Cichanski.
.111~t,cs -haye _two . ~y1s1ons of : The corilmittee has three
,s1}lclent rep~ese_ntativ~s, J&ree ; _s~b-div~sions. according to the
:AJmette Bry~r a nd Robert ; issues to be discussed: Stu:Alle~ are membe:5 ~f.- the_ dent Affairs, Faculty Re_CurrJC~um, Committee. · The search and Development, and
c_onumttee h~ndles all ques- Curriculum.
Generally, the committee is
tions concernmg the courses
_to be offered, the textbooks to concerned with "any departbe used, and the amount of mental decision which affects
ho~s each c?urse should, be_ - students," said Mike Gentry.
Keith Allchin • and . Betty At the same time, the comRatsc~ make · up the Library mittee helps promoting "personaL relationship, and creatComrmttee. '
THIS COMMITTEE· keeps a ing a community atmocurrent 'file on ·all the books · sphere,"· he added.

··: !1:~ .'

I

"The bill ot establish a permanent campus of the University of South Florida (USF) in
St. 'i>etersburg is now before
the H o u s e Appropriations
Committee, " said Representative John T. Ware, R-St. Petersburg, in a telephone interview Saturday,
"It takes time " Ware answered when asked why the
Legislature has not approved
the bill. He expressed hope
that the measure will pass
during this session of the Leg•
islature which he e)(pects to
last at least another month.
After passing Appropriations, the bill goes to the Senate. It has already cleared the
.House Higher Education Committee.
WARE ADDED that anyone
interested in seeing this measure enacted should write to .
the Board of Regents.

Coalition
To Meet
Hershey
Bay Area Coalition (BAC),
the group that staged the
anti-ABM demonstration at
St. Leo College April 27 is now
organizing to "meet" Lt. General Louis B. Hershey as he
arrives in St. Petersburg May
15.
BAC submitted an application for a parade· permit to
the City Manager May 5.
.----'The proposed route uses
Williams Park as the point of
assembly at .10 a.m. At 10:30
the march will begin to the
Bayfront Center where a rally
will be held.

Lester W. Tuttle, assistant
dean of Academic Affairs and
associate professor of education, explained that the St. Petersburg campus was started
as an extension campus in
1965.
"Since 1968," Tuttle continued, "the number of courses
offered at the St. Petersburg
campus has increased by ten
per cent each quarter."

Seminar For
Management
Leading Florida executives
representing more than 40
companies will attend a seminar on "New Dimensions in
Communication"
Excutive
Monday through Wednesday
sponsored by USF.
Dr. Bill M. Williams, associate professor of marketing at
USF, will be the seminar
leader.

THE SEMINARS, sponsored
by the Center of Continuing
Education at USF will take
place at three locations Tampa, St. Petersburg, and
Sarastoa - and will be presented over a six hour period
during each meeting.
Enrollment for the semimir
must be made five days prior
to the scheduled date of the
meeting.
information
Additional
about the seminar series may
be obtained by writing the
Center for Continuing Education at USF or by calling 9884131, extension 185.
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Newly . Formed Group
Seeks Lobbying Power

Afro-American Class
Returns To Syllabus
The Black boycott of .the
Afro-American Arts and Letters class is apparently working with only three of the approximately 35 Blacks enrolled returning to Thursday
evening's class.
Howard Gowen, associate
professor of Humanities, said
· he did not know if the remainder would return.

HE INDICATED some . may
find it necessary to return
due · to necessary credit ·hours.
Gowen has returned to the
original syllabus.

the following week, however,
that the new syllabus was insufficient due to · the lack of
black perspective in the
course from an instruct.or.
"The Black students," Gowen said, "are n6t expressing

.=

.
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KAPPAPHI
(The Fraternity with a Fresh.
Outlook on Brotherhood)

Spring
Values
are
' . 'BUSTING out

not mix the two. I regret it
when others do not differen,tiate. Thus there was no basis
for the revocation of my credentials and the subsequent
order to leav~ the cru:npus
under penalty of arrest."
Guerra also filed his complaint with the American Civil
Liberties Union and Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism fraternity. He said
,t hat he did not plan to -file suit
against Green, but he hoped
for "some sort of (legal) interpretation."

1969 Aegean·
Distribution
The 1969 Aegeans will be
distributed May 30, in the University Center lobby, according to Cookie Speller, editor.
"My · staf_f and I have
worked hard to insure the arrival of this year's book· in
time. We are pleased to announce they will be ready for
distribution on the 26th," Miss
Speller said. "We felt it important to overcome the problems caused by the tardiness
of the 1968 Aegean."
Student IDs or receipts · are
necessary to receive the Aegean, and students may not
pick up a book for anyone else
but themselves or their
spouse. Those who drd not
order Aegeans may have their
name placed on a waiting list
by calling ext. 679.

·a uarter IV
.Advisi.ng Set

ALL

1

racism, or anti-authoritarianism, but simply an overpowering need on their part
to find out something about
themselves from someone who
can present it from their point
of view."

uerra Protests
G_
St. Leo Expulsion_

David Guerra, County
.Chairman of New Party and
Gowen, however, said- he News Director of ' WUSF-TV,
wanted to clear up one ordered to leave the campus
misconception arising from he of St. Leo College April 26,
dispute. "Some people believe has made a formal protest to
I rejected the proposed Black Raleigh Greene, Chairman of
.syllabus in toto," Gowen said. the Board of St. Leo's.
Greene / revoked Guerra's
"IT WAS WELL worked but
credentials and _press
press
it dropped African studies
he was recognized
after
pass
from the course. I could not
- accept it and held three meet- as being affiliated with the
·tngs within a 24-hour period New Party, a political party
• trying. to affect some com- which is anti-ABM and anti:· promise. I finally ·-thought I Vietnam war in its platform.
Guerra was there to cover
: had prepared a composite syl~·
: labus using all their material for .WUSF the college's com •
· .and the material originally mencement services at which
: set forth in the first syllabus," Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird spoke and the press
·:. Gowen said.
conference which immediately
: ·· He said "They (the Black followed.
: students) didn't accept it at
In a letter of protest sent to
· all." . He and the. white stu- Greene, Gue r r,a wrote,
:- dents in the class therefore of- "Though I am politically ac~ · _fered to accept their syllabus. tive outside my official posiThe Blacks decided during tion as News Director, I do

OVER" .

'·

A recently formed group
With such a verified coaliknown as the Youth Franchise . tion, Les Francis, who heads
Coalition (YFC) is now form- the National Education Assoing iobbying power in quest of ciation's "Project 18", will
18-year-old voting rights in serve as the co-ordinator of a
Washington.
district-by-district information
The YFC includes such in- network.
"CONGRESS ISN'T going to
terest groups as the Young
Democrats, Young Republi.- act unless it feels the heat
cans, the NAACP, the AFL- from hornet" Francis stressCIO, the YMCA, Americans . es. When Congress chooses to
for Democratic Action, the act "We expect 70-100 top·
National Student Association, flight professional lobbyists to
the National Educational As- help us," predicts the Coalisociation, and the , Southern tion's executive director, Tom
· Christian Leadership Confer- Hipple.
ence.
Expe_cted to draw attention
• I

in the lobbies are figures such
as the INAACP's Clarence
.
Mitchell Jr. and Andrew
Biemiller of the AFL-CIO,
both veterans of past congressional struggles for civilrights legislation.
"Never before has anyone
tried to do what we are," ex- .
plains the movement's president, P a u l Minarchenlro.
"That is, to focus . national
attention on the 18-year-old
voting issue."

Photo by WIiey Brooks

USF's Own Leather Factory · .

''Remember,
we're nonviolent,
so be-careful ofyour .
after shave!'__,,.,., ""...,

AI Torrence starts Phase II in sandal construction at the
Craft and Hobby Shop in the University Center basement. It
offers facilities for dealing in Ieathergoods (sandals, belts,
watchbands, purses), papier-mache, block printing, batik and
copper enameling (jewelry and trinkets). It's open Monday
through Thursday froµi 61.o 10 p.m. and from 2 to 5 p.m. on
Friday. There is always somebody in charge to give the beginner instructions and advice. The only charges are for mat.erials.

__,,,----__ r~~4'
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a ·uarter II Interns
Must App_ly Now
Students .planning to intern and evaluated daily by qualiQuarter II next year must fied teachers in the schools.
complete their applications
The second system · ·is a
before the end of this quarter. "continuous intern program."
Calvert J. Craig, former Students teach each morning
A c t i n g Superintendent of for two hours and go to
Schools in Hillsborough Coun- classes on campus in the afty and now director of student ternoon. This program con· teaching, said, "Students must tinues for five quarters and
apply two quarters in advance emphasizes practical experibecause it takes a tremendous ence on a daily basis. There is
amount of time I to place the a greater trend toward this
student teachers in the vari- program.
Craig stated that " through
ous schools in the Florida
the present intern system,
counties."
There are two . types of in- USF is turning out better
tel] or student teaching pro- teachers every year."
grams offered at USF. The
first consists of 10 straight
Computer Club Meets;
weeks of teaching. These stuOrganizing On Campus
dents must have had preintern experience in other
The Computer Club will
schools and they are observed meet at the Science Center,
204, at 2 p.m. today. The
meeting will be primarily for
organizational purposes. The
"ii Computer Club is a new orga-

Leclures On

Afr.1ca TOBe 1!~':-~ ~!~!£~;' f1;~:::.;;
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Wild-eyed coeds can -turn any peaceful demonstration int~ a
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate®After
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand slips, we include
instructfons on self-defense in every package. (Ifyou're a pacifist, maybe you'd better read the instructions twice.)

Hai Karate-be·careful _how you use it.
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Lower level students should
science. All students and facN.v:_ _ _ _ _ _ __
York,
lric.,.New
& co:;
Pfizer
Chas.
Division,
©l!i69 Leeming
~ ulty are invited to join.
_
......:....__
_
_
_
_
- - = -_
____::______:_
see their advisor for summer
session well before the end of
the quarter, Donald R. Harkness, associate professor of
basic studies, announced.
- Undecided students who are @ A three-part series of '
advised by Fredrick Agens, W. lectures on "Africa, Tanza•
by Acme
nia, Uganda and Kenya"
physical science lecturer, and
,vill be held Monday and ~
Frank Dudley, assistant proMay 19 and 26 at the k
fessor of physical science
Available in Spanish Brandy or Black
P ublic Library loTampa
should report for advising in
cated on 900 North Ashley ·
the Physics Building 209, at
Drive.
"' the following times: Monday
The illustrated lectures,
from 2 to 5 p.m., May 15 and
by the library
presented
May 20 from 3 to 5 p.m. and
Junior
Hillsborough
and
May 21 from 2 to 5 p.m.
the ,.
to
open
are
College,
to
For students unable
public without c h a r g e. .
tend the afternoon sessions,
Each session will begin at
two sessions will be held on
p.m.
8
Wednesday and May 22 from
Miss Patricia L. Gill,
211.
PHY.
8 to 9 a.m. in
HJC physics instructor, is
series lecturer. Miss Gill
Complete Line for Guys & Gals
spent several years teaching in Uganda. She wrote
and presented a television
program while in the area.
Any student who wishes to
East Africa's people,
prepay his. fees for Quarter IV
landscape and economy
8702 Nebraska Ave.
will be allowed to make the
(Just a few minutes from the campus)
will be illustrated by color
pa,Yment in the Cashier's Ofslides, audio tapes and nafice after May 26.
tive artifacts.
The Cashier's Office announced it would not mail out
prepayment forms because of
the small number of students
attending Quarter IV. Payment forms however, will be
mailed to students for Qu~rter
I.

r ::=::...=-=--==-=-=.:....:..:....:~_

Held In May ;

JUST ARRIVED!
DINGO'S ·

I
I

As Advertised in PLAYBOY

CampusHeadquarten
for

·Levrs

No Payment

BERMAX WESTERN STORE
Ph: 932-0322

-.
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Graduation
In Bayfr9nt

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Flo}ida Ave.

Taste

'66VW ••••••••• .• .• •••• $895°

1hat
beats

0

beige
·

1

the

65 Must_ang • • •.• • • • • • • • $J045°0

others
cold!

stick, 6

'59 Plymouth •••••• ·••.•• - $J75°0
4-dr., auto., power steering/brakes, 8 cycl., new
·. · paint, nice. ·

N. Dale Mabry

'67 Galaxie 500 •••• ••• • · $1691°

0

:

2-dr. hardtop, V-8, auto., factory air, power st eering, radio/heat, whitewalls, wheel covers, vinyl
roof.

'66 Pontiac Grand Prix • • • •

$) 788°0

2-dr., hardtop, V-8, auto., factory air, power
steer./brakes/windows, power ·seats, white wall s,
wheel covers, bucket seats, console.

'66 Comet Caliente ..• • • • . . $J393°0
2-dr., hardtop, 6-cycl. auto, radio/heat, white.walls, wheel covers.

Honest-to-

Pepsi taste!

PEPSI•

COLA
. Jlfi:k up all 11&1 cw11tol,jl

Auditorium
services
Commencement
this year will be held June 15
at 3 p.m. in the auditorium of
the Bayfront Center in St. Petersburg.
The Bonorable William C.
Cramer,· Republican Congressman from Pinellas County,
.will be guest speaker for the
occasion. Dr. J ames D. Ray
Jr. will serve as chief marshal.
S taff members a ttending
the ceremony, Pres. John
Allen said, are to assemble in
full academic regalia at 2:30
p.m. .on the second floor of the
Center. The processional will
begin at 2 :55 p.m. led by the
academic staff, and followed
by the platform party.
Two formal convocations
are held each year. It is required, Allen said, that each
s taff member participate in at
)_east one each year.
Orders for caps and gowns
must be placed with the University Bookstore before M_ay
15, and may be picked up
J une 9 to 13 in UC 202.
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At Mana gement Recruiters our
client companies in 'the Tampa Bay
Area pay our-fee s - Consequently
there is no cost to you for /our servi ces except for your time.

If you are going "back home" after
graduation w e have over 100 offic es internationally - Perhaps w e
can help find a. suitable position in
your home town.

MANAGEMENT RECRUITERS
of TAMPA.BAY, INC.
A Member of the.- Greater Tampa Cha1nber of Commerce

"TheMatchriiakers';
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE TO
EMPLOYERS AND APPLICANTS
Suite 1120 . Exchange Nat'I Bank Bldg.
610 N. FLORIDA AVE.• TAMPA, FLA.

. ADMINISTRATIVE · ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL · SALES
DATA PROCESSING
Phone

229-2981
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Of .California Regents
Sencite Postpones
To Inquire Into Press
Organization's Issue

LOS ANGELES (CPS) The Regents of the University
of California have ordered an
investigation of campus newspapers and the use of student
government money for bail
funds.
·
The investigation came at
the urging of one regent, John
Canaday, who said he had
been reading the nine campus
papers "with a fair degree of
thoroughness and regularity."
HE SAID the papers are
"devoid of the attributes traditionally associated with students newspape'rs. In my
opinion, they are not instruments for the dissemination of
campus news and the expression of editorial opinion.
"Rather they have taken on
the character of media for the
propagation of radical political and social philosophies,
the advocacy of anarchy and
lawlessness, indoctrination of
their readers with standards
of human conduct which are
generally unacceptable, and
promoting disrespect for all
authority."
Canaday also said the papers "abound in obscene editorials and pictorial conterit

'Wages Of Fear'
,.
To Be P~esented
By Film League
,The Film Classics League
of USF will . present the
award-winning film, T h e
Wages of Fear, in the Business Auditorium tonigh_t at 8.
This film is unmatched in cinema history for sheer breathcathing, nerve-racking suspense.
It is the winner of three
major awards: Grand Prix of
Henri-Georges Clouzot.

and they evidence little or no
dedication to truthful and objective reporting nor any a~tempt to mainfain editorial
balance. "
THE REGENTS a s k e d
President Charles J. Hitch to
conduct the investigation and

Colleg,e Leaders
Refuse Induction
Over 250 student body presidents and college newspaper
editors refused induction into
the armed forces as long as
the Vietnam war continues.
They said recently they are
willing to risk jail terms and
fines.
In a . statement prepared
and circulated by the National
Student Association, the signers also promised to "aid a-nd
support" others who refuse to
be drafted. Under · the 1967
draft law, both acts are punishable by a $10,000 fine and a
maximum of five years' imprisonment.
At a news conference the
students also made public a
letter to President Nixon requesting a meeting to "share
with you more fully our concerns and questions about
forthcoming changes In our
nation's Vietnam and draft
policies ... "
The students claim they
acted according .to their consciences in refusing to take .
part in what they called an
"immoral and unjust" war.
The "agonizing choice," the
students said, was "to accept
ipduction into the armed forces, which we feel would be .irresponsible to ourselves, our
country, and our fellow man,
or to refuse induction, which
is contrary to our respect for
law and involves injury to our
personal lives and careers.''
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report back in June.
Specifically, Canaday asked
that the investigation include
analysis of news and editorial
content, the quality of writing
and reporting, finances, "the
adherence to proper concepts
of editorial policy," the possi-

bilities of cutting off student
fee. support .of papers, 'and
"effective m.odes of university
supervision," including 1boards
to review editorial policy and
placing the newspapers under
tne control of the journalism
depar..f:ments.

U·gly Man ,On ta·mpus In
Sports Car And ZBT
Winners of the Alpha Phl
Omega's Ugly Man on Campus Contest held April 17•24
have been announced.
James Roherig, Sports Car
Club, was the winner in the
independent division a n d
,Scott Barnett, Zeta Beta Tau,
won from the Greek Division.

The $300 proceeds will go
toward a scholarship fund
sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega. '11he group also sponsors the Inner City Scout
Troop.
The Ugly Man on Campus
Contest, the main moneymaking project of the service
club, will be back next year.

By RAY ZOGORSKI
News Editor

The University Senate has
postponed, for the time being,
reconsideration of the determinants for allowing organizations to exist on campus.
A resolution asking the
Senate to urge that the Board
· of ·Regents adopt a policy ena. bling organizations to be
merely registered and not put
. through the present evaluation process was tabled by a
28~19 vote. The resolution was
refered back to the Senate
Council, a proposal-making
. body, for furtheJ:i considera~
tion.
Student Government Senator Roger Coe broke the ice

early by saying, "Let's be
honest." Raising his voice, he
continued, "We're talking
about SDS (Students for a
Democratic Society). At Florida State University, the appearance of bayonets on campus made a good issue for
SDS they wouldn't have had
with this. registration system."
Dean of Student Affairs
Herbert Wunderlich w a s
asked to outline the present
University recognition policy,
"Free, voluntary, self- determining organizations · free
from outside direction" petition to the Office of Student
Organizations.
The organization . w h i c h
must be "related with University ·purposes" must then be
evaluated by the Student Af.
fairs Committee. Recommendations are then sent t o the

Student Affairs Office and
Pres. Allen for approval.
President John Allen who
presides over the meetings,
emphasized that the organization should have "aims and
purposes related to University
purposes.'·'
Wunderlich said there . was
"much to ibe learned in activities and organizations, a:
learning area outside the
classroom."
These activities, nevertheless, said Wunderlich "should
be related to the academic
purpose of the University."
Dean Edwin Martin,. Dean
of the College. of Basic
Studies, said the issue boiled
down .to "whether or not students can organize for purposes of their own ,choosing or
the Student Affairs. Office
choosing."

Seniors Must
Take Exam
The Survey of College
Achievement Examination,
required of graduating seniors in Liberal Arts and
Basic Studies, is scheduled
.for May 28 at 6:30 p.m . .
and May 29 at 2 p.m., in
the Physics _ Auditorium,
141.
All ,students expect~d to
graduate this q u a r t e r
should register for the examination with the Office
of Evaluation Services by
May 12. Telephone regis- ·
tration (ext. 741-742) is acceptable.

I

Bulletin Board notlce5 should be sent

direct to "Director, campus Publications, UC 226" (eXt. ,1a) no later than
noon Wednesday for publication the fol ..
low ing Wednesday.

Send ·news items direct to: " E,ditor,
The Oracle, UC 222," (ext. 619).

Off·,c··,al Not·,ces
·

Administ rat ion,

Atlanta,

Ga.

(They

hav~ a particu lar interest in students of
Spahish-American descent and Negro
students ) .

Pre-law : Hlllsborough County Clerk of

the Circu it Court. Tamp!,-Fla.
MeteorolOgY: Environmental Science
Services Administration, ,Rockville, Md.
Oceanography: U.S. Coast Guard,

Washington, O.C,; U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D.C .
Photolirammetrv: (majors In math,
- MaY U.
J>hysics, and other science areas with
Interest in this field. This is a new and
OSF Spring Spectacular Golf Tournev, a a.m. May 10. Register at the fascina ti ng profession in which tr.a ined
Pro Shop by. May 9 deadline. Open to
people are In short supply.) Central ln•
telligence Agency, Washington, O.C.
students, faculty, staff and alumni
(USF gold team exempt). Medal Play
Physics: Air Force Eastern Test
18 holes - Calaway System. 1st, 2nd
Range, Patr ick Air Force Base, F la .;
and 3rd prizes given for lowest net and
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
' Ill.; Boeing, Huntsville, Ala .; Central
lowest gross scores.
All travel vouche('I submitted to Pr4>
In telligence, Agency. Washington. D.C .;
curement must. include the payee' s
E . I. duPont de Nemours & Company ,
building name and room number.
Alken, s .C.; Environmental Science
Pre.payment forms for Quarter IV
services
Administrat ion ,
Rockville,
registration will NOT be mailed by the
Md.; Genera l Electric Company, Cape
Cashier's Office. Students who wish to
Kennedy, Fla.; International Bus iness
prepay fees may make the p&yment at Machines, Huntsville1 Ala.; NASAthe Cashier 1s Office after May . 26. PreGoddard Space Flight Center, Greenpayment forms for Quarter I, 1969, belt, Md.; NASA-Manned Space F light
WILL be mailed to students in August.
Center, Houston, Tex. ; NASA-Wallops
LibrlrY Book Orders: Because of station, Wallop$ Island, Va. ;' National
state purchasing regulations. no library
Institute of Neurolog ical Diseases and
books will be ordered from now until
Stroke, Washington, O.C.; Naval OrdJu ly 1 except for new books to be
nance Slation, Indian Head, Md.; Ofplaced on- reserve . for Quarter IV. Re- fice of Education, Wash ington, O.C.;
quests tor books needed urgently for reP iq1finny Arsenal, Dover, N.J .;
seareh should be sent to Mary lou
P.r inceton - Pennsylvania Accelerator,
· Harkness.. Diredor of Libraries . Faculty
Princeton; N.J .: Southern Bell, Various
.are re~uested to continue sending- book
locations In Fla.; U.S . Coast Guard,
and · periodical requests to the Acquisl- - Washington, o.c. and other loca tions.
tions Department ,o !hot requests can / Physics-Math: Argonne Na11onal ' Labbe processed for order after July 1.
oratory,. Argonrie, Ill.; Centra l lntelllsurvey of College Achievement Pro-gence Agency, Wash ington, O.C.; Envltram Examination, , required of gradu•
ronmenlal Science Services Administraatlng stniors in Liberal Aris and Basic lion, Rockville, Md.;, NASA-Goddard
Studies, is scheduled for May 28 at 6:30
Space FliQht Cen ter, Greenbelt, Md .;
p.m. anil May 29 at 3 p.m . in the P~ysNASA-Langley Research Center, Hami,ics Aud. All students expecting to grad- fon , Va.; NASA-Marshall Space F light
uate this quarter should register for the
Cente,r Huntsville, Alo ,; U.S. Army
examinatron with the Office of Eva lua- Missi le Command, Huh tsville, Ala .;
tlon Services by May 12. Phone regisU.S. Coast Guard,. Washington, O.C.;
trallon (ext 741, 7◄2 ) is acceptable• ., Un ion Carb ide, Oak Ridge, Tenn .·
Polil ical science: Depa rtment of
State, Passport Oivislon, Various locations throughout the U.S .; General SerTimes and places or organizations vices Admin istration, Atlanta, Ga . and
meeting
r.gularly
are r,osted on tho
washi ngton, D.c .; Hill s bo roug h county
Unlverslly
Cenler
Lobb" · llulletin
.,
Clerk of the Circuit Court, Tampa,
Boards.
Fla.; Hollywood, City of (City Manas.TODAY
er's Office), Hollywood, Fla.; Natlonal
Navy Recruiting, B a.m ., Lobby.
Park Service, New York, N.Y. and
World Aff■ ln., a.m., Lobby.
.
Washington, o.C .; Office of Education,
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a.m., Washington, o.c.; Sarasota, City of
UC
5-. 251.
G. Extlrnil Affairs, 2 p.m., UC
(Cily Mana~er 's Office. Sarasota Residents only), Sa rasota, Fla .; U.S. House
206.
of Representatives {Congressman Gib1. F. C.,2 p.m., UC 213.
bans ), Washington, D.C.
llridll SeriH,
2 p.m., UC
243. UC 252
Student
Government,
2 p.m.,
lmport■ nt

dotes:

Withdrawal Dffdline without penalty

·

.Campus Date· Book

Placement Serv"1ces

E.
CoffH

House, Engineering Audilori-

u~ellior Clau Executive Board, " p.m .,
UC 2"6.
UC Program council, 6:30 p.m., UC
Classics, 6 :30 p.m., Business
Auditorium.
Senior satire, B p,m ., Thutre.

15::.1im

The following organizations will be lnterviewing on campus. Check wi1h
Placement, ADM 2n, ext 2895 .for Interview locations, to schedule appointments, or for furth er infol'mation . lnformation within brackets Indicates related
mafor fields of study.
MAY 7
Wrigley Chewing Gum: SUMMER
EMPLOYME NT.
MAY I
Washington D.C. fublic Schooll:

Teachers (Elem & Sec Educ). HIiisborough County Public School: Teachers
(Elem & See Educ). Mar·ion County
Schools : Teachers (Elem & Sec Educ).
MAY 9
Boy Scouts of America: Lake City Jr.
College : Teachers (M.S.).
.MAY 13
Bigham and Carter: Accts (Acctg).
MAY 14
Trans World Airlines: Stewardess
(Summer and Permanent).
MAY 15
Hendry county Schools: Teachers
(Elem & Sec Educ). Dade County
Schools ; Teachers ( Elem & Sec Educ) .
Polk County Schools : Teachers ( Elem
& Sec Educ). Broward County Schools:
Teachers !Elem & Sec Educ). Brevard
County Sctiools: Teachers (El em' & Sec:
Ed).

FREE

SOAP
to

USF
Students
tu~•.We.d.-Thurs.
At

KOIN~
KLE·EN,1
LAUNDROMAT
TEMPLE TERRACE.

SHOPPING

CENTER

Meds exclusive design -gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner layeroftinyfibers
to store more, longer.
·
Com• la - th■ first pntf■, flulbl ■

pl■ltlc

applicator.

OPEN 5:30 A.M..
10:30 P.M.
For sample box of 10, send 10¢ to -Mads, Box 10-s,

tilEDI ANO MODUS AH TftlDlHHKS

o,

Thursday
· l,!!lltown, ·N,J, 08850, Indicate Regular or S~oer.
PtltS0NAI,, PitQpucrs COMP'AN't .
· Navv. Recruiting,· B a.m., ·UC Lobby.
Fundamentals of Supen,ision, 9 · a .m.,
UC 251.
,
-----,---:----::-'--,----------------------------------------------------------11 I ·s Luncheon; ll.:50, UC 255-6.
Voe■tlonal Education, 5 p.m ,, UC :i0lc
Greek CllorUS,·6 p.m., FAH 107• .
campus crusade · for · Christ, 6:30 ·
p.m.; UC 202.
.
Woodwind Recital; 7 p,m., FAH 101 .
Motion l'lctur• Ck!b, 7 p.m.,, UC 200.
Student Legislature, 7 p.m, UC 252.
HIiiei, 7:30 p.m., UC 203.
Iron Butterfly, 8 p.m., GYM. ,
Friday

·

Novy Recruiting, 8 a.m., UC 2,23 &
Lobby.
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a.m.,
UC ·251 .
Political council, 2 p.m:, uc 213.
E,cperlmental ThtllN, 2 p.m., TAR •
.Movie: "Art of Love," 7:30 p.m.,
Business Auditorium . .
o ; C. Smith • Eddi• Floyd, 8 p.m.,
GYM.
. .
.
Streat Dance, 9:30 p.m., N. UC.
, ,
saturd.ay ·
,
Intramural Meetings (PhYs ' Ed.J, 9 ·
a.m., uc ~7 & 201. ·
. Sparfs. C,a r Rally, 6 p,m., FAH . Lois.

',

Movie: "Art of ·Love,', 7:30

p.m:,

Busineu -A:uditorium~
.
'
·
Dance: Tropics, 9 p.m., GYM.
:Broken Siring Coffff House, 7:30
p.m,, Univ. Fellowship.
Sunday
T E , ,-, 7 p.m., KIVA.
Movie: 11 The Art of Love," 7:30 p.m.,

Buslness •Audltorium,
·
Senior Directing Protect, .a p.m.,
TAR.
,
Monday
Engineering Exams, all day.
· Toot Whistle-Plunk Boom, 2 p.m., UC
252.
.
charm course, 2 p.m., UC 255·6.
Executive. Seminar Serles, 2:30 p.m.,
UC 251.
Executive · Seminar Series Dinner,
' 5:30 p.m., UC 252E.
: Brid,e Tourn1manl, 6:30 . p.m., UC
255..i.
Women's. Bridge, 7 p,m., UC . 252W.

anya rooves
onyour o J
'

'

The-olderf.olks have their own tanning products. Tanya is new.
lt turns on a new breed of sun worshipers. That's you. You want'
a.natural Hawaiian tan-deeper, faster. Only Tanya can giv'.e it.to you.
Because Tanya has Hawaii's favorite tanning agentscoconut oil and cocoa butter. So Tanya boosts the sun's
natural -tanning rays. Make today happen .•• your way •.. get with Tanya.
A full line of suntan products for today's sun-childrenat your bookstore.

Tuesday

,.hOto Lessons; 7 p.m., UC 200.
USF Foundation, 7 p.ni.,' UC 252 .
E&W.

WednHday, May 1S
Bridge Lusons, 2 p.in., UC ~7.
Meet the Author, 2 p.m ., UC 252.
Co-op Reception, Z p.m ., UC 255-6.
Coffee House, 2 p.m ., ENA.
Bond concert, 6:1~ p.m., Argos.

Co-Op Education -

visit Villager
before vacationing ..• ·
and fill in your fun wardrobe with 11,
.few favorites! Tailored Bermuda
shorts in melon/ white or blue/ white
check, 6-16, $14, Add some.skinny rib
cotton tops; S, M, L, $6. You'll find
them all in Maas Village Shop, North
Gate, West Shore Plaza & Downtown

TODAY, May 7
career Planning Conference for stu..
dents Interested In Cooperative Educat ion assignments during Quarter IV,
Ind I, 2 p,m., ENG 3.
CO•OP PLACEMENT
More than 100 emplovers are currently' seeking USF s.tudents for Coopera•
tiv Education Training assignment "for
Quirter IV and I (Quarter IV begins
Monday, June 16, 1969) . For further nolormatlon · visit .or ·phone the Co-op Of•
lice, ENG 37, p,hone 98S.3141, ext. 171.
N~w' assi~inments 'availabre for majors
in• all colleges, especially goad opportunities for majors in chemistry, engineering, marine biology and educat ion.
All students invit!d fo littend Career
Planning Session! held each Wednesday , Sign up in advance at Co-op Of·
· lice, ENG 37, or come to ENG 37 at 2

p.m. on Wednesday for room assign•
ment.

Among other openings now listed &re
the following :
•
·
' LIBERAL ARTS
P~bllc relations; Engllsh-!ournalism;
socroJogy major with statistics or research course work: Atlanta Children
•Gnd . Youth Services Council, Atlanta,
a.

SOCIOiogy, Psycltology,. Sacial Security

fl

COCONUT OIL AND
COCOA BUlTER

\

.

0~CLE
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Battle Says Modern Educators·
Not Related To 20th Century
By JOHN CALDERAZZO

Editorial J:>age Editor
\

Citizenship Implies Scholarship~

Jean A. Battle, Dean of USF's College
of Education, is an outspoke_n man.
In last week's Oracle, for example, be
· charged that much of the curricula now
being offered to college and high school
students simply is not relevant to the
real world they are supposedly preparing
to enter. He claimed (among many other
things) that there "is not a first-class undergraduate state university in the coun•
try," including USF.
Battle also suggested strongly that
schools become more · url:tan orientated,
more humanistic, and a little less authoritarian in that they should delegate
more responsibility to students to help
plan and choose their own curriculum.
HOW DOES A university become
"first-class"? How far does USF have to
go compared with other schools? What
can be done to prevent the diluting and
often chaotic consequences of massive
and rapid growth that all modern.schools
are heir to?

·: It appears the Tampa Tribune man of the American Idea Department, says Stevenson is a particuis on another witch hunt.
Robert·_ Stevenson, associate Iarly valuable asset to the departprofessor_- of American Idea; is its ment since his extensive internamost-recent target. And the flames tional background enables him to
'from ·ttteir·torches are giving a few explain how others see America.
# uld-be-rational bystanders some - . ·For; indeed, the course is not a
· · program established for the indoc1:iad lighting .effects.
· trirtation of:beliefs arising from a
·
sympathizits·
and
f, The Tribune
blind view of today's world.
·.
a
for
inconsistent
is
Eis believe it
The course takes into consideraqniversity to employ a teacher of
America's · ideals who "doesn't _tion, through critical analysis,
tlµnk 'enough of America to retain Americas' virtues and vices with
the hope of giving students a perhJs _citizenship." ·
,sona} -working definition of patri•
{ HO_GWASH.
~r- Citizenship is a: personal com- · otism.
We believe ' some people are
..:rnodity that is exchangeable at the
applying outdated beliefs about
4ldividual's option~
\ The facts, . if _anyone CARED Americanism to today•~ problems.
.ENO.UGH to look into them are ·· For s.ome beliefs that were considered un~American in 1945 are today
.
these:
· } Stevens-on · applied for Iranian often considered nothing more than
dtizehship because he and his wife "the. other side of the question."
STUDENT COMMENTARY
wished to purchase· agricultural The concept of - patriotism is
By Maxine Ka.min
consJat}tlY changing.
·
Ia_nd_in Iran.
,,
I just can't believe it. You mean he
The Congress of the United
i THEY BAD XO BE CITIZENS States
REALLY GAVE UP his AMERICAN
is split on the qustion of
CITIZENSHIP?? He gave up the cher•
the country to do so.
is right .(or Patriotic) for
"What
ished rights of free speech, freedom to
\ They had lived there for a ilumthe
is
so
and
•
•
•
country?"
the
- all the freedom of choice
assemble
choice
free
a
'ier of years and made
we have?
~ make that country their future .c o~try.
What's this world coming to any•
·t me. He does, however, ·PaY. U.S.
IN SHORT, THIS is a relatively
way?
., es while he is here.
free country, and a relatively free
And ilot only that, he's teaching
; • His formal _application for giv- institution. The logical, rational
AMERICAN PRINCIPLES to college
·ipg up his United Statesdtizenspip outgrowth of such a system is the students -who, as we all know, are re,ras p~posely revamped to ex- free expression of ideas, regardbellious, sloppy looking, and lacking
direction • • • and HE'S NOT 'EVEN
clude the word "renounce" to as less of race, religion, creed or CITAMERICAN. I !mow he was born in
not to give the impression that he IZENSHIP. ·
the United States, graduated from
· ~Ids any personal grievances with
And let those who feel they can · Yale, got his law degree at Harvard
.
-,;ie U.S.
push their mh:~informed noses into
and all that ••• but, as of 1965, HE'S
t This document is on file with
a situation they refuse to attempt
JRANIAN. IMAGINE!!!
ij:ie U.s~Embassy in Iran.
to und~rstand, re.evaluate their
I
· AND ·HE WAS HIRED as an Iran-! DR. ROBERT WARNER, chair• present course.
ian. The Chairman of the American

Dean Battle's answers:
"Planning is the kay to combatting
the evil effects of rapid growth," he
says. "Michigan State University is a
great example of a lack of good planning
- today it is a big glob.
'USF,, on the other hand, would probably receive a grade of 'A' compared with
other schools. For example, one of our
early goals here was to free teachers to
teach, and that has been realized to
some degree, not like at many other
schools where a professor's reputation is
made not by teaching but by publishing."
. BATl'LE 'ALSO GIVES USF relatively high marks on faculty - student ratio
("as good as any small college in Florida), and on Basic Studies classes which
have remained small and avoided· subservience to the upper level program.
Still, Battle fears burgeoning enrollments, and suggests that perhaps USF
and other new schools may have to move
to "controlled growth," a program like
that at the University of West Florida
where a new college is initiated' with

taught in two hour-long lecture sessions
attended by "as many students as could
fit into an auditorium;" and two hourlong tutorials or seminars in which in•
structors could give students fairly extensive individual attention.

JEAN BATl'LE
every large increase in new students.
Battle is a strong believer in the con•
cept of "the small college in the large
university.'' Under such a system, a four
hour course, for example, would be

BY DISSEMINATING the rote or factual content of a course as mechanically
as possible through huge lectures, computers, television, etc., Battles believes a
college could "buy time" for more teachers to work with students in small, infor.
mal classes.
"The main reason many- of these
suggestions are ignored is apathy," he
explains. "Well we'd better stop being
apathetic, because if we don't improve
qur schools to prepare students to cope
better with contemporary problems,
Florida will soon find itself facing the
same problems California now has smog, traffic and overcrowded schools.

"MODERN EDUCATORS have not
related to the 20th century yet, and I
think we really ought to relate before it's
over."

What's This, World .Coining To?
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Cong·ratulations For Anderson

~

·t

•'

; Congratulations are In order for
Student Government President
$teve Anderson. This Sunday in
'.J'allahassee he was unanimously
C:lected President of the State
€ouncil of Student Body Presi1ents.
: The council was formed two
Jears ago to combat the State
L:.egislature's attempt to raise tuition at state universities. J.t was
i'airly successful then, and has
-groven to be fairly successful since
-oiat time. ·
I
:Anderson's victory; - gives the

USF student body what is in effect
the most powerful student voice in
·
the state.
And what witli students every•
where slowly but surely gaining
more say fn their schools and state
school systems, it stands to reason
that USF students now enjoy
more decision-making power -than
they ever had before.

IF THAT isn't reason enough
for students to channel complaints

and suggestions thtough Anderson
and the Student Government, what
is?

Idea Department, Dr. Warner, says
this kook, Robert Stevenson, is " a
particularly valuable asset to the department since his living in Iran and
other extensive traveline experience
enables him to explain how others see
the United States and to present the
American perspective regarding the
Middle East." I guess that's some.
thing. But still ••• HE'S IRANIAN.
What if he says something contrary to
the government?
And he's already done that in one
case. You know that Doctor of Humane
Letters, Melvin Laird? Well, Stevenson
took part in organizing a demonstration when the gentleman was speaking
at St. Leo's College along with Lee
Marvin. It was a demonstration
a g a i n t WAR and the ANTIBALLISTIC MISSLE system! That
must mean he's no good and also that
he hates Melvin Laird. Just like the

s

r

'i

1,

BE'S AGAINST our involvement in
Vietnam, and he thinks that foreigners should, be able to express themselves freely about the consequences of
American militarism, EVEN IF THEY
THINK THE CONSEQUENCES ARE
BAD. He says that "the futures of
small powers are not their own as long
as any major power feels free to inter•
vene." He says "Rusma has plagued
Iran to 'help the Iranians' like we- have
plagued Vietnam to 'help the Vietnamese.' "
Well, at least it seems be doesn't like
Russia either. Those communists are
inhuman. But, what he said about the
U.S•. is wrQng. We want to help the
Vietnamese become like us, civilized
and respectful. If we let these small
countries "become modernized according to their own needs" like he says,
they'll mess it up. ·
. He doesn't even believe in patriotism. He says "blind patriotism is like
tri·b alism and that it will eventually
cause our downfall." He says when he
became an Iranian citizen it wasn't an
, a~ck on Americ~ Ideals but that he
, believes in HUMANITY, not nationality• .But. then he says the United States
"'places too much emphasis on technolog:lcal achievement at the expense of
human values." So look at that •••

that means he doesn't like the U.S.
and he certainly doesn't like technologici!l achievement, our most important
asset.

I SAY, ONCE EXPOSED to the
U.S., it's a sin to change your citizenship. He wanted to buy and in Iran.
That's how all this came about, really.
He was working as management consultant to an American Oil ·Company
with interests in Iran and when they
sent him over, he liked it. Boy, I bet
· they were horrified •.. his company.
They couldn't have expected THAT.
He and his wife decided they want•
ed to live there in the futur,e, ON A
FARM, but to buy land he had to be
an Iranian.
And you !mow what happened when
he went to the American Embassy to
change his citizenship? The official
there • • • they all knew him because
he was writing textbooks and stuff for
the Iranians to learn English and learn
about America -•. •. the offical made
out a different form because he wanted
it made clear th~t Stevenson wasn't
"renouncing" his American citizenship. See, they knew about him wanting to buy land and all and they didn't
think he was hostile toward the U.S.
THEY REALLY ~IKED him, I
,guess. Well, both countries must like
him because they still want him to
write textbooks when he gets back and

to teach in the schools and the money
to pay for that co,rnes from both Iran
and the U.S. Our government also
gave him an alien registration card
which gives him permanent residence
and all the rights of A U.S. CITIZEN,
except the right to vote, for as long as
he wants to stay here.
I don't understand that part. Seems
they should have thrown him out after
he signed and told him never to come
near the Embassy again.
The Tribune said he "renounced" his
citizenship so I'm just going to go by
what they say and not bother about
minor details. I think they feel that a
worldly professor will further corrupt
our youth, or even worse, make them
think. Yeah, I'm with the Trib.
AND HE'S INVOLVED with this
Free University thing. H~ says its
main purpose is to supplement courses
offered so that issues of momentary in•
terest can be discussed. He says it in•
forms the students when the regular
curriculum can't satisfy them. How
can anyone say the curriculum doesn't
satisfy the students?
I heard one student say he was -one
of the best professors she's had in col•
lege. Shows you what they !mow.
Let's get up an "anti-~udent, anti
professors who aren't U.S. citizens".,
protest demonstration and teach them
what's right, just like we teach the
Vietnamese.

DOUG GRIFFIN

CRU: ·Committee For
Irrational University

.

dER~Y STERNSTEIN

'Double Prof it For Death'·
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~ The Middle East today is in no better
shape than it was before the six-day
in the summer of 1967. Since that
far the Israelis as well as the Arabs
ftave rebuilt their losses with arms from
the Soviet Union, on the Arabs part, and
. f.om .ttie United StatesA on the Israeli
.lpd Jordanian side.
1,'. In 1968, President Lyndon Johnson as
well as Prime Minister Harold Wilson of
~ritain stopped all further shipments of
~ s to the Middle East.
~ President Charles d e G a u 11 e or
lfrance, refused delivery of jets to Israel
4nd shipment of arms to Iraq.
, This arms moratorium was not only
justified but came as a welcome sign
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Tribune said, he embarrassed a high
United States official.· I'm sure that
was bis primary concern.
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that at last the United States, Britain and
France had decided to let the Middle
East stabilize, as far as they are concerned, in the arms category.
.
, They hoped that ~ough thetr Initiative the large flow of Soviet arms to the
Middle East, estimated at close to $1•
1
billion for 1968 would cease.
The United States It seems, however,
will not wait long enough to see the effects of its brief abstinence from the international "murder market" of arms to
the Middle East.
President Nixon has-allowed the Unit•
ed States to once again use its lunatic diplomacy and sell arms, this time to Jordan. Last week sources in the Pentagon
reported that the United States had
- agreed t o terms for a $30-million ar!Ils
deal with King Hussein.
During a recent visit to the United
States, in mid-April, King Hussein is reported to have made the request for
arms. The sources revealed last week
that the neurotics in the Nixonadministered Pentagon had agreed to
this request.
The deal included a second squadron
of F104 jet interceptors, armored personnel carriers, communications equipment
and small arms. As a deadly sidelight to
this "strange deal'' the Nixon administration is allowing the Hussein l()Vem•
ment to pick up an option on the first
squadron of 18 more F104s. The option
had been suspended by the Johnson ad•
ministration during the tension in the
Middle East.
At such a crucial time fn the Middle
East, when a day do~s not pass that the
Israelis and Arabs shoot a t each other,
the prospect of the Nixon administration
adding fuel to an already raging fire can
only reflect stupidity or the utmost in naivete.
Rather than selling arms, the Nixon
administration should be utilizing ·its ef•
forts in trying to broaden the arms mor-

JERRY
STERNSTEIN

atorium for the area begun by the LBJ
administration.
NO ONE AT this dangerous time in
the history of that area should receive
1
more arms!
- How uninformed the present admJnistration must be, if as the Pentagon stated last week this sale of arms to Jordan
is primarily a "symbolic gesture of
American support for Hussein, intended
to bolster his support among the army
officer corps, which has been pressing
for new arms."
If this obviously insane deal does
come to consummation than one could
surmize that the Nixon administration
has no purpose or plan for our arms aid
to the Middle East or the world. But rath•
er his administration, like those before,
will ei>ntinue to dole out arms to who.
ever needs them and for whatever price
they are willing to pay. After all, if the
United States can make a few dollars
what ei>ncem is it who gets killed for
dollars?
This kind of logic .which unfortunately
must be applied here, must be brought
to an end. Selling arms to both sides in a
conflict is not new to the United States,
beside doing it for a decade in the Middle East, we have done it in the Pakistan-India dispute and by arming rival
nations in South America.
We are experts at this double profit
for death. Tragically the Nixon administration sees fit to continue down this
bloody path for stabilization of our bal·
ance of payments.

To be rational is to adhere to the
process of reason. An organization which

obstructive that the meeting had to be
adjourned. ,

claims to be rational must keep its
means, what it says and does, in harmo-

WHEN CRU held its meeting on April
25, a student asked about the philosophical views of CRU. He was told that the
meeting was for organizational purposes
and not for informative ones. When this
student pressed the point, another student jumped up and shouted, "This is
precisely the type of disruptive tactics
used by SI;>S!" What hypocrisy!
3) The person who led the questioning
on April 23 was a part time student at
USF. She is a teacher taking one course.
Had the situation been reversed, she
would have been branded as "an outside
agitator taking one course to disguise
her real purpose on campus.''
4) CRU has broken University policy,
which it supposedly supports. Apparently
~ even CRU sees the ridiculousness of bav.
ing their posters approved. They were
placed on doors, buildings and other illegal places. So here is CRU breaking "the
law'' in the name of upholding "the
law." I suppose even CRU believes in
civil disobedience (in practice but not in
rhetoric) when "the law" is unjust and
there are no legitimate channels for

ny with its ends. Therefore, the Commit-

tee for a "Rational" University is not rational. It has done practically' everything
it accuses SDS of doing. To obtain "virtue," CRU has employed the alleged
means of the "vice" it opposes. It has
become the very thing it deplores.
Specifics:
1) The members of CRU have . assumeji the negative attitude they accuse
SDS ·of holding. One often hears these
people erroneously say of leftist ' stu•
dents, ''Why are they always against
somethinJ and never for anything?" Yet
the reuon for the formation of CRU was
'a negative one; to oppose SDS.
2) CRU members have engaged in the
tactics of which they accuse SDS. On
- April 23 they disrupted the SDS meeting
on Crescent Hill. This was done by using
that "old SDS ploy" of asking lea ding
questions and then booing .when displeased with the answer. After several of
these questions, the CRU- people were
told that the meeting was for organizational purposes and not for informational
ones. At this point the noise becaine so

change.

5) CRU'S BASIC complaint of SDS ls

that it is violent (most violence Involving
SOS has been due to administrative and
police over-reaction). Yet CRU's faculty
adviser, Lance Limoges, said this to me;
"I hope you do try to have a violent revolution to overthrow the government of
the United States and institute a Soviet
type system so that I can take my gun
and shoot all of you people."
Aside from the non-rational misrepresentation of my political philosophies,
the condoning of violence in the name of
preventing violence is obviously irrational. Not only that, it has the frightening
ring of Hitler, Stalin, and 1984. I do not
think that anyone in the USF chapter of
SDS would make a similar statement.
SOS has not disrupted anything or
broken any laws yet at USF. If and when
they do, I am confident that they will do
so in a manner consistent with their
goals. Because there is no dichQtomy_between ends and means or between rhetoric and action by SDS on this campus,
that organization is rational.
CRU IS NOT rational. It corru~ its
ends with its means and betrays its rhetoric with its action. It is time for the
Committee for a Rational University to
be honest with itself and change its
name to the Committee for an Irrational

University.

Garr}' Brlese Says CRU
Unopposed To Change
B7 GARRY BR~E

OBU Prelident
It fl only fair that, as pn!Sident bf
the newly-formed Committee for a Rational University, I offer an explanation for our decision not to accept the
challenge to a debate with the SDS.
The CRU is not opposed to a debate,
but we reserve tlie right to insist that
it be carried out in an atmosphere
more conducive to a genuinely constructive examination of the issues.
We-s uggest, therefore, that the idea
of an outdoor rally, subject to domination by the theatrical tactics so typical
of our opposition, be abandoned in

favor of a more dignified confrontation, under conditions which might in•
sure fairness to both sides.
lf the proceedings could be record•
ed .on video-t ape, for example, for use
by WUSF-TV, it would make it much
easier ' to effect the judicious editing
which undoubtedly would be required,
in view of the obscenities which seem
to have become the trademark of SDS
pronouncements, in speeches or on
walls .
I EMPHASIZE ONCE more that the
CRU does not oppose change, either in
the. present social s tructures or in the
governance of this university. We are,
in fact, ·a coalition of many shades of

social and political opinion, who happen to be able to agree on only one obvious issue : that no charlge, regardless
of how laudable other-wise, is worth
the price of the destriction of the .system itself. Unless that statement of
fact can be accepted, we insist that
there is no basis upon which a debate
can be arranged.
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QuestiOnOble ·-Assumption

EDITOR:
Six years · ago the leading ·
article in a periodical published by the Central University of Caracas was a report
· from an alumnus who bad
. just completed his first year
of graduate .work in the United States. In two. pages this
person attempted to describe
-for bis former passmates the
extraordinary impact of this
experience. He doubted his
. ability to convey to his Venezuelan friends , still enduring
the senseless factional struggles and anarchism that have
contributed to the notorious mediocrity of LjitinAmerican universities, the exhilaration that he felt upon
_. finally reaching, in his . words,
a real university, free from
the idillcies of ·-pdlitical ext;remism.
In contrast, he continued,
his new institution .offered
genuine tranquillity, with opportunities for research under
· the guidance of world-famous
specialists. No one questioned
his political views, he wrote,
and the world of the intellect
was supreme. Unfortunately,
I neglected to save this periodical, and the only other detail that I recall is that he
was writing from the University of California at Berkeley

. munity, but I've .~ever mad; it better 'than I can. In addi. EDITOR:
There seemed . to be an a study of it as a ·distinct r,'1.- tioq, he, as an outsider, may
assumption behind Mr. Fa- _cfal entity. Whatever I mjght have a special insight into the
vors' recent statement on say about it would largely re- subject that I lack, and his
Black Studies p :r: o g r a m s, fleet my own personal percep- view might be more objective
than mine. ·
1
which was · mdre openly pre- •tions and. values. '
THE REVERSE would also
In fact -it is clearly possible
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I
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what others have experienced. Oracle M,1.gazme. For the color. To delimit the choice on
IT MA:Y be that a Black, sake of the English Depart- the basis of color would be rabecause he .· has had experi- . ment, put him on release time cism pure and simple.
ROBERT E. JOHNSTON
ence that · a white .person has un_til he re_intergrates himself,
not hac;I, develops a perspec- or trade him for Lester MadAssistant Professor,
• Politi~! SCience
tive tliat is of i,pecial value i(l dox.
Of the 13 sentences in his inunderstanding Afro-Ame_rican
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name from a letter to the
would be of greater use in the
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editor last week.
I, for example, cannot department of Neapolitan di~laim to fully understand alects or in government.
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HUFF,. MCGARY RAP TWO HITS IN LOSING CAUSE

-

Jacksonville Drops USF 3-0
.fn:::u::idl:::~s !::t I
Busch-Bavarian ·Body

By JOHN JOLINSKI

.
The late Ian Fleming, ingenious creator of the classic
James Bond novel series, once wrote a_book entitled You Only
.L ive Twice. After .trying desperately and frantically for the past
.two weeks to get in shape for the annual intramural track
m~et, I'm beginning to wonder if two lives are enough.
Two weeks ago I bad this strange compulsion to participate
· In one·more grueling track meet before I retire. So after searching high and low for better ,than an hour, I finally located my
1raek shoes stuffed neatly in my trunk of my car, underneath
my two spare tires, The shoes had· gathered a considerable
amount of cobwebs, since they had been retired for six ·years,
and now they had to give up the confines of eternal relaxation
M> satify my last little whim.
. Without any second
. thoughts of this foolish venture, I quickly and cQnfidentiy· '
went out to the USF oval and
tried my da;ndest to run one
lap around the quarter mile
track successfully. With my
roller skates (I though I
wo_uld cheat a little since nobody was looking at the time)
and a strong 50 mile an · hour
wind at my back,' I stunned.
the crowd, · which· had now
gathered to watch •the oncein-a-lifetime spectacle, by
I
going a ·full)ap· and-a half.be-.
JOHN JOLJNSKI
fore collap~ng .in.. .on~ .9ig '
,. ·· Sports Ediror· ·
sweaty heap.

Sports Ediror.

JACKSONV1LLE - When
USF's baseball team arrived
at the Jacksonville University
baseball field for Saturday's
game, the scoreboard read 3-0
Jax' favor from a previous
game. All ·three runs had been
scored in· the first inning with
both teams scoreless the rest
of the way.
· Had this been an .omen; the
Brahman team will never
know. What they do know is
that when departed through
the gate they had come out
on the short end of 3-0 score.
The Dolphins had scored
their three runs exactly in
the . same fashion to defeat
USF.
JACKSONVILLE
pitcher
Gene Mendes, ·boasting a 6-3
record and the nation's 12th

DIG LEATHER!
All kinds of leather tear.

,

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

· JACKSONVILLE
USF's
men's tennis team, showing
considerable strength in its.
-singles and .doubles matches,
swept past J acksonville University 6-3 last Saturday afternoon here.
The Brahmans improved its
record to 9-2 as the USF
team, paced by the fine play
of · Paul deMesquita and Dan
Perkins, won four singles
matches and two of three doubles matches.
THE WIN was the .sixth
straight for Coach Spafford
Taylor's chargers· as the
Brahm;µis closed out its regularly scheduled season. The
win over the Dolphins was the
second straight for the Brahmans this ·y ear.

Dave Olsen's run-scoring
single with two outs in the
· sixth inning proved to be marginal as Sigma Nu nipped
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) 7-6
last Thursday in a battle of
Fraternity Gold League softball unbeatens.
The win leaves Sigma Nu in
a first-place tie with Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP) who downed
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE)
last Monday, 14-11.

WITH ATO LEADING
6-5 in the fifth inning, pinchhitter Greg Fennel's sacrifice
fly scored Weldon Corbitt
from third to .tie ~e game and
moved Dick Lhfcoln to sec-

LET US SHOW YOU A "SHORT CUT"
FOR KEEPING CPOL AND LOOKING
PRETTY ALL SUMMER LONG! NO
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY •••
COME IN TODAY!

~~r"

T"'A"'tt:i

FLETCHER AVE. AT 22nd ST. PH. 935-1400

DeMesquita, playmg with its ninth . victory. Brewer
expert finesse and flawless ac- edged Jim Richly 6-3 and 6-1
curacy, defeated numoer one while Bell · won over default
player Dan Cox, 6-2, and 6-4, over Buzz Wallace. Bill Fisha·and th~n teamed up with Per- back lost his match to Tommy
kins for a 13-11 and 6-2 win Lyle 8-6 and 6-1.
over the team of Tim TatarTHE BRAHMAN doubles
acki and Cox.
team of Saine and Fishback
won by default over Wallace
PERKINS WASN'T as suc- and Richly, while
the Dolphins
cessful in •his match against
team of King and Lyle
Jax' Richard King. Perkins
edged out Brewer and Bell
dropped a close match 6-4 and 3-6,
7-5 and 6-1.
6-1.
Coach Taylor had nothing
Mike Saine, playing in the but praise for his netters.
number three singles positipn "The men turned in a real
for USF, defeated Tatarecki fine performance, especially
in real close competition 6-4 on
Jacksonville's
hom e
and 6-2.
courts. Anytime you play on
Glenn Brewer and Larry some other team's court and
Bell were the other two USF turn in a performance like
victors as both knotted wins they did you deserve a lot of
and assured the Brahmans of credit," he s~d.

ond. Olsen then lined his
game-wmmng hit to left
field. ATO had pushed across
four runs in the :fifth on two
errors and three singles by
Dave Landen, Jim McWhorter and S. Foley.
In Resident League action
Jim Lyons, Bob McKinney
and Bill Magee combined for
Other intramural
results;

softball

Kappa Sig 12, Thlfl Chi 2
ATO NO. 2, 11 , PDT No. 2, 10
A3E 5, A2E 4
Theta 10, Iota f
PDT 20, Sig Ep 1
BGE 31, B3E 4
A4E 11, A3W S
SN No, 2 10, SAE No. 2 3
B3E 4, 14E O
.
BIW 12, B2E 3

SET

••. strong med i cln-e
for
Love Bug bites.

9 diamonds in
14-k arat gold

everything easy to buy
.•. with "RE.'ADY-CREDIT" plans.
D IAMOND M ER C t, A N TS OF AM E R I C A

G~':IR~!'}:s
IH TAMPA SH OP AT GORDON'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPI NG CTR,
• NORTH GATE SHOPPIN G CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES !N: ST. PETERSBURG. CLE ARWATER.
BRADENTON. PLAN T CITY ANO LAKELAND

attack fizzled.
Sherzer, after the first in-

UNIVERSITY CHAPEL FELLOWSHIP
SATURDAYS, 8 - 12 P.M.
FOLKSINGING - FILMS • POETRY
.

.---~
1

I
I

IIW 6, BlE 4
B4E 6, B2E )

Second In State
Jo Murray and Sonia RegalaAsst. Sports Editor
do was only slightly off the
mark while nabbing second
Randy Schulkers, president place
in the Cocoa tournaof the USF Archery Club, was
ment. Brevard Jr. . C-ollege
right on target last April 26,
won the team title with 3878
as he edged teammate Ricky
points to USF's 3806.
Thompson for the Florida
SCBULKERS AND ThompState Collegiate Archery title.
son
were deadlocked in a
The Archery Club team of
first
place
tie after. regulation
Schulkers, Thompson, Mary
rounds with identical 1206
I
scorers. Schulkers won the tile
in a playoff round, which was
IM s tandings Tnrougl). Quarter II
decided when Thompson's last
F RAT E RNITY GOLD
arrow bounced off the target.
1. Phi Delta Tllela
495
2. Sigma NU
-480
Both USF coeds on the
l . SAE
41S
4. ATO
375
team, Mary Jo Murray and
5. T E P
345
Sonia Regalado, finished in
6. Sig Ep
)35
F RATERN ITY GREEN
the
top 10 in women's compe1. Pl Kappa Alpha
565
2. TKE
462.1/2 tition. Miss Murray finished
J. L1mbcl1 en,
·. 4421/2 seventh
with a 713 sco·re and
4. Delta nu Della
4171/l
5. Kappa Sig
360
Miss Regalado had a 676 for
6. ZIT
1
352 /l
7.· Theta Chi
185 · eighth place.
FRATE RNIT Y WHITE
1. ATO No. 2
135
"THE AMAZING thing
2. Phi Delta·· Tneta
'5
about our success," s a i d
FONTAltA
1. 3
~ . Schulkers, "is that the day be2. 71,1
3. ·s
14.5
fore the tournament we had to
4. 2
1
~ · recruit two girls before we
5. '
BETA
' 265 could enter a team. I don't
1. B 3 W
X2.B2 E
know what we would have
220
xz. a 4 E·.
220
done if we hadn't found Mary
165
•·
a2w
5. &GEl,W
145
Jo
a nd Sonia."
6. B 1 W
130
7. B 3 E
"They were · outstanding,
115
8. B 4 W
65
especia lly when you consider
ANDROS
I.· Iota
110
that they didn't know they
2. E ta
1
::
were competing until the day
3, Theta
INDE PENDE NT
b
e f o r e the · tournament,"
1. P E M I
2. Kopps Killers
~:
Schulkers said.
3. Beavers
4. P EM II

s.

F lamers
6. Guns
7. -HE P Cits
ALPHA
1. A 1 E ' W
2. A 4 W
1. A 4 E
4. A 2 W
5. A 1 E

6, A 2 E

·

130
t5

!;
'5
320 ·

ill
~~

145

I
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VALUABL E COUPON .
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s1 OFF

ON ANY
LARGE!
ON ANYT, SMALL
(WlTH USF ID-CARD) .

seven hits and nine RBl's to
power unbeaten Alpha One
East and West (AIE-W) over
previously unbeaten Alpha
Four West (MW) last Thursday -11-5.

GOOD DEALS
EXPIRES
MAY14

UNDEFEATED TEP won a
high-scoring ba ttle over SAE
after the lead had changed
hands five times. They took
the lead for good in the fifth
on Gene Gold's walk, Pa ul
Wahnish's double and Howie
Ross' sacrifice. Gold and
Wahnish belted back to back
homers in the second inning.
Jerry Murray homered for
SAE.

.RUN RAMPANT AT
THE

PIZZ ~ HUT

J
I
I

3405 E. HILLSBORO
716 N. DALE MABRY

PH. 238-1212 .
PH. 877-1912

l

PEM 11 14, Etl I I

By MAX RAMOS

· DIAMOND
TRIO

LARRY McGARY
. . . slams two hits

ATO No. 2 31, SN No, 2 7
13W 22, BGE 11
PEM I 13, Eta II 1

Ar~h·ery Club ~ets
HAIRDRESSER
WANTED!

BEAUTY SALON AND WIG CENTER

only four hits the rest of the
•
I
way. He struck out five and
walked none as he matched
Mendes inning for inning.
Mendes finished the day with usF
JACKSONVILLE
seven strike outs and two
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
lks
Glalze 2b
4 0 o 0 M arecki ss
4 12o
wa ·
Huff cf
3 o 2 o G. Bell cf
-4 o o o
McGary
c
.s
D
2
O
Byrnes
If
-4
oo o
OUTFIELDERS
BUFF and Buzzella ss 4 o o o Ezzell r f
•
.s 1 2 1
Willard -Brimm turned in sev- Heyken.s rt J o o o Wiggins lb 4 1 1 2
eral fine defensive plays in
l~b ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~':,~e~t c
3~ ~ ~
the game for the Brahmans McC'thy lb 2 o o o Alford 2b
J o 1 o
.
Diaz lb
2 o 1 0 Mendes p
3 O1 O
as did Doug Heykens. Huff Sherzer p
2 ooo
and Brimm both made fine
Totals
32 o , o Totals
32 3 a ,
running catches while right- =u=sF=-------,ooo=--000,.,.-0=00-4,........,.-=-1""'4
8 _3
fielder ~ykens saved a run _Ja~x_ _ _ _ _300
__
oo_o_oo
_ x_--3
__
E-Brimm,
Blanton
2,
cCarthy,
in the fourth when he th.r ew Byrnes, Mendes, sanders. M2B-Huff,
out a Dolphin runner at the Marecki. HRC.::.Wiggins. SB- M arecki,
Gann. S-Sherzer.
·
plate.
IP H R ER BB SO
8 8 3 3 0 5
The Brahmans will close ~in~~ <~~
970027

·:.·Jax ·.For .Ninth Win

_ By MAX RAMOS
Asst. Spons Editor.

FOR A CAREFREE SUMMER

out its regular season this
weekend with a game set with
Florida. Presbyterian Thursday and single games against
Rollins, Friday and Saturday.

:r~~~n

Sigma ·Nu, TEP's
Win; Remain· Tied

- Get with the tuff. leather look.
All items custam made.

;

ning, settled down and pitched

a fine ball game, giving up

·Meri ·. Netters Defea t

My lungs burned, my legs and Busch-Bavarian Body ached,
and my inflated ego was all but shattered because of this.mis:erable display of physical prowess. Bad my USF sports ~ge
fa.Itered in the wake of such defeat?
That night every muscle in my bo'd y ached an_d pained, and
I felt like an uncontortioned contortionist. Little sleep was to be
-~ad that night as. well as three .of the following high~. My only
·salvation was my stubborn Polish heritage. I refused to quit.
j'
My stubborn attitude paid off, ,in spite of the taunting jeers
of my peers that I w~ going to make a complete fool of myseH
in the meet. After a week of dedicated nmoing (I can get two
laps no.w without the skates, I still need the wind though), I'm
finally rounding into shape for the track meet which will start
Thursday and last until Saturday.
I will also jump b ~ , ~ mean broad jump. Sorry about
that, an amends to you.too Mrs. Bilgasen, wherever you may
be. __ -------···
.
On- the serious side, one of the biggesCintramural activities
this quarter will get underway when the track meet starts
Thursday and extends until Saturday. There will be three divisions including fraternity, do~, and independent.

best earned run average of
2.80; combined with hitter· Jim
Wiggins' two-run homer to
hand the Brahmans its 14th
- loss, of the year, 3-0. USF now
stands 8-14' on the season with
three games left to play.
·The Dolphins t o u c h e d righthander Marvin Sherzer
for all its runs in the first
frame on four hits, including
a double and Wiggins' homer
to· ice the game from the
start. Stan Merick, one of the
nation's top base stealers,
· started the game off with a
RON BUFF
double and scored on a single
••• raps double, dies on second
after Sherzer got the second
two bitters out. Wiggins then
followed with a 360-foot-shot serious trouble once. Ron Huff
homer against a strong wind and Larry McGary were the
to put Jax out front to stay. only Brahmans to solve the
Dolphin hurler as both gathMENDES GOT all the runs ered two hits each. Huff
he needed' in_the first as the rapped a double in the eighth
crafty southpaw was only in but died on second as the USF

SCORING IN THE tourney was b a s e d on two
rounds : an American round
with arrows shot from 60, 50
and 40 yards, and a Columbian round from 50, 40 and 30
yards.
.,_,
''

Why is·Camarq ·

~
iu.u Cl ucw.oq

the pace car again?

.

.

_.,

......

.

Official Indianapolis SOO·P ace Car, Camaro SS Convert ible
with Rally Spor t equipment and n~w S uper -&:oop h ood.

Because its the Hugger.
Camaro SS has b een chosen to b e the .Indy 500
pace car for t he second t ime in tbr~ y ears. That's
because it b as what it takes.
Engin e choices start with a standard 300-hp
3 50-cu.-in. Turbo-Fire VS and run u p to a 325-bp
3 96-cu .-in. Turbo-J et job . . There's even a n ew
Super & oop hood -y ou can ord~r. I t opens on
a ccelerat ion, pouring cooler air into the engine for
more go p ower. ,.
Th.e SS v ersion of the Hugger grips t h e road with
wide-oval tires on 14 x 7-inch-wide wheels, b eefed -

.

.

up suspension and power disc brakes.
The t ransmission comes linked t o a 3-speed floor
shift . If y ou want st ill m ore, ther e's a 4-sp eed H urst
shifter available.
_
Indy's tou gh . So's Camaro SS.
When it comes to. pacesetting, it's pretty clear
tha t Cam ato k nows its way around.
Start set t ing a pace of your own. At _your
C hevrolet dealer 's now.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

. . . Pacesetter Values-at our Sports Department.

M·usic To Contribute
To Campus Activities
FLUTE RECITAL
Elizabeth Hammond will
play her Senior Flute Recital
today at 2 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
She will be accompanied by
Daniel O'Dea, piano, and
Carol Gillotti, piano and harpsichord.
Miss Hammond will perform the " Sonata in A Major"
by J. S. Bach, and two 20th
'Century compositions; " Concerto" by Carl Nielsen, and
"Sonatine" by Henry Dutilleaux: •

WQODWIND QUINTET
The USF Faculty Woodwind
Quintet will present a concert
Thursday at 8 :30 p.m in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The quintet consists of _M artha Rearick, flute, Patricia
Stenberg, oboe, Vance Jen. nings, clarinet, Ward Fearn,
trench · horn, and Thoma s
.
· Woodhams, bassoon.
Jacques Abram will assist
. on piano. All the performers
are members of the USF
music faculty.
The program will include
"Divertimento No. 14" by Mozart, "Quartet" by VillaLobos, "Divertissement" by
Roussel, and "Sextet" by
Poulenc.
VOICE RECITAL

tehude, Massenet, Diamond,
Copland, Griffes and Bridge.

**)I..

I

USP Chorale

To Perform
By KEN SINGLETON .
Correspondent
The USF Fine Arts Chorale
will present a concert Tuesday at 8 :30 p.m. in the Fine
.
Arts Auditorium.
THE CHORALE, under the
direction of Dr. Gordon Johnson, professor of music, will
present a balanced program,
with selections ranging from
the 17th century to the present
day.
Cornposttions from .the Baroque period include " Sing
Unto God" by G. F. Handel,
Give Ear O'Lord" ty Heinrich Schutz, an_d "My Spirit
Be Joyful" by J. S. Bach. The
latter two selections will be
sung by a men's chorus, conduc ted by Alan Benson.
THE CHORALE ·wiLL sing
portions of the 'JGrand Mass .
in C Minor" by W. A. Mozart.
Soprano Elizabeth Wrancher,
associate professor of music,
will .be soloist in the Kyrie.
"Liebeslieder
Romantic

Virginia , Pyle will present
her Senior Voice Recital Fri. day' at 8:30 p.m. in the ·Fine Waltzes" by · Johannes •
Brahms, for . mixed . chorus
Arts Auditorium.
and piano, will be performed
·
Mrs. Pyle, a soprano, will also with Charles Short as
be accompanied by Ferrell
Lister, piano. She. will ibe as- p iano soloiSt
- 20th CENTURY composi- ·
sisted by . David Suda and
Marianne Franus, violins, and . tions will include the Sanctus
· from the "Requiem Mass' by
Alan Hopper, bassoon.
The recital will feature four Maurice Durufle, and "Winter
lieder by Wolf and fo~r songs Cantata" by Vincent Persiby Faure. Mrs. Pyle will also chetti. Barry Stevens will be
_sing selections by Cesti, Bux- organist in the Sanctus, which

-

SINGLE? -

.

Name • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • Age • • • • • . • • ••• •••••••

Address . i ••••••••• : •• •••• Zip ••.•.•.•.•.•• • ••••
Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marita'! Status ... . ..... .... .
WE ARE A PERSONALIZED SERVICE ON A LOEAL LEVEL
· MAKE ALL WEEKENDS SWINGING ONES, STUDENT RATES

INTRODUCTIONS UNLIMITE_D
424 So. MacDilf Ave.

..;J;ainpa,!11~.:

.. :-.

-i :. .;., efalh 87 2-09.49

Meet-the man with the

College Senior Plan
Edmond M. Dorman
If you're a college senior or graduate
student, Protect iv e life's College · Senior
Plan is for you. This ·uniQue life insurancesavings program offers special benefits at
preferred rates. And your policy is com•
pletely paid up by normal retirement age.
Remember , too, that premium deposits·
may be deferred unti l your earnings increase. Sound like a pla n worth investigating? It is. Get full information from your
Protective Life College, Representative,

EDMOND M. DORMAN
Suite 206 Mariner Bldg.
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391

.

•

PROTEGTIVE LIFE•
,ou.u,cc~

d

COMPANY

ttOMIC o,,,cc - • 1o111:M1.. ~ Y . M.AaAIIIIA'
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SALE

SAVE

$2000

AUTO TAPE STEREO· SYSTEM
I
I

.,,,

..;;;i,,.:.i... ;.....~,,,;... ·$
spea~ers, cusfQm installa- ·
.
.tion, and exclu.sive 1 YEAR
GUARANTEE • i uto • Boat
• Camper • Contempoi:ary,
·s um· silhouette styling· • Effective dust guard • Made iri
~.S.A.

-

95
Installed

$24 .Worth of Tape Coupons FREE with Purchase
I •

TAPE
TOWN
4115 H_enderson Blvd. at Lois Ave. Ph. 872-8444
ppen Mon., Thul'5. & Fri. 9 to 9 - Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6

Children's Tale To Be, Told

Miller Drama

To Come
"Incident at Vichy," one of Arthur Iv1iller's more recent dramas, will be directed by Saul Zachary as Theatre
USF's next major production opening May 22 in the Theatre.
The play is set during the Nazi occupation of France
in 1942. It takes place in a detention room where a motley
assortment of individuals are awaiting interrogation men who have been snatched out of their daily existence
in order to "check their prayers."
Those awaiting examination are James Palmer, Tim
Weinfeld, Willard E . McCracken, Graham Solomons,
Francis S. Goode, Ed Thompson, Jon Engstrom, Earl
Archer, Del Rio Christiani and Doug Kaye. The Axis powers are Greg Musselman, earl Williams, Eldon Meehan.
Also in the cast are Barry Engel, Steve Short, John Watson, Rich Helmlinger, Steve Ivester, Bill Meeker, Bobby
Jannarone, Peter Jacobsen and James Lien.
"Vichy" originally opened at Lincoln C.enter in New
York in 1964. The performance dates are May 22-24 and
29-31 with an 8 :30 p.m. curtain.

the Stone," and has played
various roles in Experimental
Theatre presentations..,.

be aimed at children of
grades one - through six only.
Any student, staff or faculty
member is invited along with
parents, brothers .and sisters,
but there will be no admittance unless the theatre goer
meets these requirements.

A children's tale about a
Roman slave Who befriends a
uses melodic material derived lion, and tries to get his freefrom the Latin Mass for the dom from his stingy master
Dead.
opens Sunday at 2 p.m . on
The "Winter Cantata" is Center Stage.
THE PLAY, called "Androcscored for women's chorus,
flute, and marimba. Assisting - les and the Lion," is directthe chorale will be Evelyn ~d by Doug Kaye, theatre
Wyatt, flute, and James De- major, for his senior project.
Sunday's performance will
vine, marimba.

I·~

Ron Zarr, Kansas City Comm unity Theatre participant,
plays the lion. Zarr was in
USF's ' \School for Scandal,"
but his most known performance on campus was probably his portrayal of Claude
Hopper Bukowski in the classroom project, "Hair. " He has
been in Experimental Theatre
productions and is presently
in rehearsal for "Apple
Tree," 'his last performance
before leaving for North Carolina where he'll be doing summer stock.
Kelly Saiance plays the stingy Pantelone. Salance has
been in numerous coffee
houses as well as Theatre productions of " Ivory Tower,"
" The Infernal Machine," and
the Speech production of
" Birds."
Frank Donovan, who plays
the captain in the story, made
his debut as "Snake" in

TUESDAY EVENING at 8
the performance will be for
junior and senior high students, Monday and Wednesday the show will play to USF
audiences.
Parents will not be allowed
to sit with their children because Kaye feels they will de-

\.•·,
1

stroy the effect fop the kids.
FREE TICKETS MAY be
obtained at the Theatre Box
Office. Tickets are required
for admittance.
The play has an enthusias1 tic cast of six.
Gregg Mowris plays the
·
young Androcles, slave to the
;. gold hoarding Pantelone and
1
l:_· messenger for the two lovers
in the play.

I
I

MOWRIS has performed in
the USF productions of "One
Way Pendulum," " The Infernal Machine," "The Sword in

Voices Of Ghetto
Heard-Today At 2
The Speech Department's
Coffee House will introduce S.
Joseph's "The Me Nobody
Knows: Children's Voices
from The Ghetto" Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Engi0

The University of South Florida Panhellenic Society selected Sigma Phi Eps~on
Brother Bob Thomson outstanding Greek of the year.
President Rick Smitfr presented Frank Goldstein with
the Ulysses' G. Dubach ·scroll
for , most ;improved grades in
the1 fraternity Sunday, April
28. Brother Goldstein now
holds every award the fraternity offers.
Brother Pete Pages lavalered Debbie Cook, Delta
Gamma, and Brother Roland
Rosello lavaliered Cathy Battle.

'Androcles'
-..

WHEN IN IDGH school at
North Miami Beach Senior
High, Miss Holt was confronted with a serious problem:
she was required to stay in •a

Rod Gratz plays Isabella's
lover, Lelio. Gratz was in "A
Taste of Honey" at Pasadena ·
Playhouse, "My Sister Eileen" and "Sister's Tragedy"
at Brevard Junior College,
"Death of Bessie Smith" at
Pasadena City College, and
"Two Blind Mice" and the
" Fatal Forgery" while· working with Indian R i v er
Players.

I

PHONES 935-1101, 1102

•

I

I

.S.PECIAL: K.USTOM HEADERS
,WN·o w $99 50

, Experimental

neering Auditorium.

THIS ·wEEK ONLY

\
J<ENDALL, RINGFREE, VALVOLINE AND CASTROL MOTOR OILS
BY THE QUART OR BY THE CASE.

There will be no Experimental Theatre performance
this Friday due to the upcoming "Androcles and the Lion."
However, on May 16, the
Centre Stage will host an afternoon performance. Scheduled are two original works
directed by the authors.
Nancy Wetmore is directing
"Remember That" and Bob
Pregentek is directing "The
Seminar," or "Six Characters
in Search."

STEERING WHEELS, NOVELTY RADIOS, HELMETS, COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT OF GEARSHIFT KNOBS, ·MAG WHEELS

JOSEPH'S BOOK is a
collection of prose and verse
writing by children in ghetto
schools and youth houses. The
selections deal with the children's views on love, death,
sex, drugs, war, hate, family,
and schools.
"The children speak poignantly, intuitively and humorously," said Tim Weinfeld,
instructor in speech, director
of the production.
THE COFFEE BOUSE will
1\vo new art exhibitions
be presented as a classroom
begun at USF, including
have
situation with the children
a one-man · exhibition· by C.
giving their compositions.
"The compositions," Wein- Wesley Houk. Houk's work
feld explained, "are a de- can be seen Friday through
mand for recognition and un- . Sunday, now through May
derstanding of the needs of · 25, in the Theatre Gallery. ·
The USF High School Art
the children."
The 1 "children" will ' be Scholarship Competition of
played by Linda Peiffer, 1969 is on display May 5-16 in
Susan Earley, Sybil Johnson, the Teaching Gallery, located
Grace McAllister, Gloria Ste- in the Fine Arts-Humanities
phens, Rod Gratz, Ron Har- Building. The exhibition is
open Monday through Friday.
per and Mike Zmistowski.

Alda, : an accountant in civilian life, is given to r-0mantic
m uttering when around Miss
" The wildest adventure of a Dunaway: "Maybe after the
World War II naval hero who war we can get together . . .
won immortality - in a hilar- and I can help you with your
ious way." (Tradepaper ad, income tax form."
1967, announcing forthcoming
Interspersed with footage_ of
release of "The Extraordi- Niven and his inept crew atnary Seaman.")
tempting to sink a Japanese
"Ahoy! An extraordinary cruiser are vintage shots of
voyage into fun! " ('rradepap Robert Taylor, Errol F lynn
er ad, 1968, announcing · up- and Van Johnson winning the
coming release of "The Ex- war with time to spare. The
Dorothy L~ our of 1944
traordinary Seaman.")
"Fun-away with Dunaway!" makes a camp contribution to
(Newspaper ad, 1969, as "The the proceedings in a "Buy
S e a m a n" War Bonds" sniplet, and reExtraordinary
peated shots of Mrs. Bess
opens!)
Truman valiantly trying to
BE'lTER TWO years late christen an airplane with an ·
than never, this· comedy pack- unbreakable bottle pop up at
age is fina lly finding its way amusing intervals.
to theatres after gathering
"The Extraordinary Seadust in the MGM vault be~ man" may be no nifty-spiffy
cause studio executives were spoof, but it ·heads t-0 -port.
·reportedly worried its 75- with a respectable cargo of
minute iength would be an in- chuckles..
sult to moviegoers increasingly accustomed to paying $2 _ M~E DEMANDING audifor. a two hour - plus picture. ences ,:Will probably skip the
trip. and make a beeline for
THE CRITERION of a good another· Frankenheimer film
film is still bow it uses its currently in release, "The
rwmi~g time, and this partic- Fixer."
ular farrago can. only be
Based on Bernard Malagraded as moder,ately suc- mud's Pulitzer Prize novel,
cessful. It's most interesting this picture has the texture -0f
facet is the revealing news its a nother "Doctor Zhivago" or
director is the esteemed John "Shoes of the Fisherman" Frankenheimer, . whose film an opulent shell stuffed with
have always tended to· _be distinguished stars .a nd caredeep and disturbing ("The . fully constructed sets, yet cuManchurian Candid ate," riously devoid of the very
"Seconds").
feelings it i tries so hard to
In· this entertaining fiasco, generate.
four Navy castaways - inSOMETIMES BEING aver- .
cluding Alan ("Paper Lion")
in the deepest human
age,
Alda and Mickey IJ,ooney one can be luminessense,
find themselves rescued from
Malamud's perseThus
cenj.
an enemy-infested island in
hero, a man torJewish
cuted
the P hilippines 'by a British
oppressors in
his
by
mented
gunboat ma'?ned only by a
not grow
does
Russia,
Czarist
character
Flying Dutchman
acsimply
He
sainthood.
to
(a dryly humorous David
ugly
"
this
endures
and
cepts
·
Niven) .
suffering" with" a degree of
ALSO ALONQ for the voy- dignity which commands reage is Faye Dunaway, as a spect.
gun-toting plantation owner
Alan Bates, in the title role,
once or twice gives a vivid nodrafted as the love

m, ~est.

Isabella,. the pretty young
girl of the play, is portrayed
by Mary Lou Holt. Miss Holt
has had acting experience at
Barry College dol:'tlg · "The
King arid I" and has been in
USF Experimental Theatre
productions, including " Hair."

mummy-type coffin for the
part of Lorraine Sheldon in
"Man Who Came to Dinner."
That wouldn't be much of a
problem . . . 1but she has
claustr?phobia.

HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT!

_S ERVICE, QUALITY & EXPERIENCE - OUR MOTTO
WE' RE OPEN FROM NINE 'TIL NINE: MON., WED. & FRI.
FOR YOUR CONVENIEN.CE

Exhibits Open

Does i~ hurt
tO ,-cliill ·beer.;twice?
,,

'Extraordinary Seamcan,
'The Fixer' Just Pass
By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

" School for Scandal." His act- ·
ing career was furthered in
"Infernal Machine" when he
played the Ghost of Laius,
and in "The Odd Couple."

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC.

Supersedes

4

(Bi1RRTRON/CS

,
·

I

Bob Thomson.
Greek Of Year

MEET THE PERSON SCIENTIFICALLY SELECTED JUST
F.OR YOU.JUST Fill IN AND.RETURN FOR FREE INFORMATION AND 'CHARACTER ANALYSIS.

.

f

tion of the torment Yakov Bok
is made to suffer,· but his performance suffers from his
healthy · British appearance
and his ill-advised attempts at
Jew·i sh speech inflections.

DIRK BOGARDE IS closer
to the mark as the sympathetic defense counsel, but like
notably Ian
the others Holm, Elizabeth Hartman and
Carol White - he is part of a
rapidly passing parade of supporting actors.
One can sense that Frankenheimer meant well, but his
·picturization dissolves into a
catalogue of cruelties too
repetitious, too solemn for its
extreme length. As a film,
-"The Fixer" unintentionally
promotes mis·e ry w i t ·h out
meaning.

Not that you'd want to. S_ometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or wheri you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forg:~t to put-'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof. up the taste qr
1
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have
t
,towony.
A really
· good beer-like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think of all
our effort going _down the-draiI?I

Yes?

just be~ause the temperature
has its ups and downs.
Y oli can understand .why ·
when you consider all the extra .
trouble and extra expense that ·
go ~to brewin~ Bud@. For instance, Budweiser .is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
couxse, we have
a lot mor_e· to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

No?

Budweiser. is the King of Beefs.
(But you· know that.)
• TAMPA • HOUSTON
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
, • COLUMBUS
.
, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES
-

le Sales

YAMAHA, BSA, NORTON, BMW, MOTQGUZZI

Phone 932-,- 6179
.

7818 N~RTH DALE MABRY,

~\'

TAMPA, FLORIDA
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LEISURE DRAWS:
Speakers from a 11
areas of knowledge
convened at USF. Their
topics were varied but
mainly they .talked
about the· future where we are headed
now and what we. must
do to avoid disaster
and -~ake life more
meaningfol. USF's Institute of
Technology, . Human
Values and Leisure was
the first of its kind in

the nation.
The large turnouts indicate the interest and
need for discussion of
.the,se topics.
The institute begins'
what could possibly become a major instihition for dealirig wHh
these_ proble_ms.
The i~stitute will soon
begin a - publicatio·n·s
progr.am and . a twC?three :year local study,
and a demonstration

projects in coop.e ration
with USF's Institute for
Aging.
Its invitation to part i c i p ·a· t e - in the
European
UNESCO
Center for Leisu~e and
promises to
Education
\
make USF a full partner in developing alterr ative projectio.ns for
_our future in the Bay
area, and our par_ticipation •jn the world
community.

'

... -.

Educate-rs Discuss
...

\'

The Future World.

·.Techholof/y. Must ,- .
Be: Controlled Fof
.
Meaningful Lile .

J

Technology Will Create
Wealth~ :" Ne~ \lp/ue~
no m~re be ru'! Alger myth. where industry
means success.
· , Sctence won't ~be· a means for power.
Robert Hutchin~; president of the C~ter
Education will no longer be mainly for
foi; the Study of Democratic _ Institutions,_ ~e traini!ig of occupations needed for the insaid there are_six . mzjn ~emes we· must dustrial $0clety. It will no longer be a
remember when talking about the future in . means t~ wealth and power.
I
.
. the Theatre Thursday night.
VAST -CHANGES in the labor force will
be required. It's hard. to- believe· tl_tat ad1" 1. · Science and techno~ogy are here to
technic~-, training .for those who still
vanced
; stay.
have to work will be necessary when they ,...
,;, 2. We are now in a post-industrial only have'to push buttons.
,
age.
- With. leisure, the possibiµties of human
society 'are open at last: -This could be a
1" 3. Science will create new wealth . le~ng society or it could be one of the
•.
where machines do all the work.
· \
Brave New Wor-ld type.
the inof
development
human
fullest
The
the
of
ions
t
institu.
and
1" 4. The values
the comnmuity will be possiand
dividual
'
industrial age will disappear.
ble. A world C(?mlllll!lity could develop.
1" 5. Leisure could bec~me a reality and ·
IJi.)ARNING WILL become a lifetime
we possibly could have a learning society.
pr:ocess, probably a great part non'
,,
institu-jonal. Aft_e r all, what reason is there ·
1" 6.. All this depends on the application
to think you should set. aside certain times
of science on a world-wide basis.
and space where you only educate.
HUTCHINS FURTHER deliberated• on - . In a learning society, ed~cation that
each theme:
makes sense must provide for interaction of
.
.
minds;- not possible at ·lar.ge1 insti,tutions
The benefits of sc;ience <;llld technology
This will be a move away from edutoday.
are essential to us.
cation mainly-as a factory processing people
.The post-industrial. age is one character- - to fill the slot.s of the industrial state_.
ized by . our material wants being satisfied·
There will be no future in tlfe fun society
with very little labor - the funi:lament;J.l or_the work society. The first is contrary to
change in · the human condition for the fu- human nature and the second is unnecesture. This change will atfect one of "our . sary in the post-industrial age.
, most basic vaiues - our attitude to\Varqs
THE HUMAN .society, a learning society,
work and competition. We must ask ·what
·
~ comes after material al;>undance'. ·
is thE: ~nly on~ left. Th~ .epiph~ will be on
manhood not manpower. The mdustrial soTHE NEW WEALTH science will create ciety ha& dug it.s own grave. Intelligence
will mean a change from ijmited to unlimit- and .character will be the new requirements
' ·
for survival.
ed1productive resources.
The future depends on our ability to
. .With unlimited resources, it will no longer _be 'necessary for nations or individuals to · apply sciencti. Every technological advance
fight over existing ones. Conflict will be re- · is .not necessarily an opportunity for evil,
but there is the possiblity.
.
'
moved.
1
, We ~~entially don't know bow to control
We can become essentially a welfare
We do whatever we can do, not
ourselves.
socieindustrial
current
the
of
instead
state
·
necessarily what has to be done. .
ty where ·the indivi~ual is exploited. ,
So far, our technological advances out· MANY VALUES and institutions will . run our political devices meant to control it.
· have to change in the future. Work will We will have to iearn
to regulate
cease to be · a good · In itself. There will science in the common interest.

Brown: · M_u~.t Con.trol Techn~logy

.

.

..
lit

.

.,

";.

By RAY ZAGORSKI
News Editor

""
~

I

conference Wednesday. Brown, professor at the Cal • .
ifornia Institute of Technolo-:i
gy, said this techno1ogical de-:
-., >
velopment has made life in...
crea§!ngly easier. Mo:r;e peo~.
ple could be supported ·off the
land and populations cotild in-~
crease.
.
.,.
.
..
Emergence of the city anct
professions along with the
first emergence of real leisure:
were made possible, becaU51:!.:
everyone did not have to grow,
!
}.
his own food. .
·.l
·· cations ai:e involved. We now can be given less \vork, but ·
BELIEVING THERE--m
perform a lot of secondary ac- . more time will be eaten up
tivities . such ·as watching TV and not spent on leisure ac- no limits to how ,hlg~ produ¢.while doing something else, he tivities, so little surplus of tivity can go, Brown •:believes
human happiness and free: "We will approach the state
said.
where all human necessiti~
dom will be crf:!ated.
Szalai believes .two _trends . are produced by machin~s
~ SAID technology hasn 't
given us much time and its can develop with increoSed with no human intervention.,'. ' '
"We have to ·give a great
time:' Optimistic and ·a·
techniques have bec9me self
defeating, (referring to trap- . Pessimistic-1984-style future. ' deal of thought to the probWith increased free time lem.: 'Where are we head:
spbrtation'·improvements and'
increased commuting time) due to mass proi:luction by au- ing?' " This problem will- be
mcinly due to 011: highl~ _un- tpmated equipment, · we- will mainly one · of ~turbing···,th~
derd!:!velop_ed, social, political have to schedule·work and lei- unlimited things o~JJtiii;lunfis
apd e~qg~iG_t~~ques .:..~ : sure activiti~·. -Jor,.~our -people produ~, •
Brown .was also ~ oncerned
· Unless ive change social : on a 24-hour continuous basis,
with the :undeveloped
·techniques, claimed Szalai, we he· concluded. the world where the wealth
per capita is not increasing as
rapidly as in the Unite'd
States. The economy grows ;in
thes~ countries also, but population increases faster :
Technological development
has caused ·the rate of cultural, social! and environmental

. I

..,
. -j,. _

change to accelerate in;recent
years, said ?arrison Bro\\o'.Jl in
the first" lecture of the leisure

'Techr't'ical Develc;,pmerif
Creates Pafadox
.

!

.

·. .

Alexander Szalai, deputy director of research for the
United Nations Institute for
Training and Re s e a r c h,
claimed that today's techno1o g i c a 1 development has
created a " paradox of lei•
sure" whereby increased technology has led to deer.eased
amounts of leisure time.

does more · "work" in •his lifetime, Szalai said. Man works,
. eats, and sleeps; the rest of
his time is leisure.

MAN TODAY SPENDS
more , time in the pra;cess of
working thap. he did formerly
even with the decreased work
week. This is caused by increased commuting times,
He spoke at Wednesday , mainly, he said.
Szalai raised the question,
morning's session of the con·
. ,' _ "Where have all these hours
ference.
The work week has de:. gone? How are ,theyi-spent?"
creased ·a nd life expectancy · Time expenditures '>can ' be
has increased, but man still studied and listed, but··compli-

i

.

free

.~!{F '~
part 9f

BROWN

WAS ' concernep

with military __power, saying,

how

Alexander Szalai--- Claims 'Paradox - Of Leisure'

"On the basis of the way people behave today, our days
will be limited. It will be
fruitless to talk about leisure."
Science and technology give
us the power to ha\Te a world
of meaning, providing for all
people. We have not shown
any inclination to act this
way. Brown ,r efered to ·the
unequal a:in_ount.s spent on defense versus foreign aid and·
-·
·
poverty.

·sEMINAR
LEISURE
.
..

.

•'

•
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/?i~logue :.And Discourse Predoinillate At Confererlc_
By FRANK F~

· Staff Writer
Dialogue and discord. Fantasy and reality.'
Those were· tlie domin•ant
characteristics of the after-noon session the second day
of the Conference of -Technology, Human Values and Leisure.
Slated to be a dicussion on
the · problems of- · h u in a n
values, it .turned more toward
a head-on confrontation of the
inherent crisis in high tecJmo~ ·
logical society.
The guest speakers were
Arthur ·schlesinger J r ., Robert Theobald, and Leo Perlis.
The panel composed of USF ,
faculty and- students, consis-

of

done to the notion Qf person in thinking or we may very well very nattµ-e of being young, ference by calling it, "just one an industrial to an information society.
either tenns of physical or think ourselves into catas- they are· less housebroken more show that had been
.
Only
·
·system.
the
into
opted
organization."
the
of
ways
'the
trophe."
mental strife.'\
Theobald pointed out that
--When the panel was asked if when we confront the despair the ·reason tlie break period is~
,
H~ continue4 by pointing
ARTHUR , SCHLESINGER, 'they had a ny opening re- inherent within the ·.system, causing us so much stress and
out that the~ is a gre~t deal
of "cultural violence ·being ·· JR. in. his opening remarks, marks to make, David Leon: can we move· folivqr~·-toward ·
the speak- the ends we must seek," he tensiorf is tha t ·unlike the Plf"
stated that the struggle beat
out
lashed
ard;
th
d
'd
di
.
th
tw
examAs
...
today
perpetrated
_via.u s two that took place over
. - ,
1
'
.
e
een emviuaan
. LEO. PERLIS, in· his open- · ROBE.RT.. THEOBALD, . .the
t . . ers . calling the el\tire confer- said.
. . "' h
. 1.
· ples he cited four specific .
period of several genera:.a
. .
,
. ,
"
eren :m · , . ·.
orgamza 10n ·is mtrial
"'·ing statement called for . re- -next to spea'k:1 said th§).1: J:he · 'groups of peop1e, the blaw,
ence an e1oquent exercise m ' Leonard concluded ~is , re- tions, · the current ..one is oc.
,, . d
d
.
ty,,
'
futili
esoc1
us
m
vanceu
a
form of rather than . revolt basic problem lie.s in the fact , the poor, . the youth and our
ma rks by deriding the system curing within one generation.
. .
ty because the organization
. aga~st the system. '"I'.'1e onlr that we disagree on funda- 1
for its failure' to listen to its
tat
PA.§IONATE
.
A
IN
.
social
dominant.
be
to
comes
women.
real ·alternative we have," he · mentals. ·"We "need to per~
. s e- young, to whom the· burde~s , He ·also heavily stressed the
.
Theobald stressed that one
said, "is that · of confronta- ceive the·•impossible, and then of our "highest goals is to seE! . unit."
roent: he .s~1d the entire _prob- of leadership and change will fact that, "we mu.st not knock ·
and only then, can we know to it that violence cannot done
tion rather than -chaos. " 1
This conflict is heightened lem Is basically ~ ~n~ct of ultimately . fall. He quoted the urge that. tells us tfiat
P erils stated that the con- the possible, hence being able -to us and that in turn there he said, "because the organi- awareness. · He po1:1ted out . . Wordsworth's famous 1 in e something is wrong. We have
,, a serious need to r ealize that
f
zation has developed indepen- tha t we were ;ill prisoners of " 'Th - h.i ld . f th
<:ept.s of work and leisure "are to attempt to bring it ab?ut:" will be no retaliation:"
1sh' a er o man
· h'1ch we live. , . · e c
• ·w
· ty m
· sh"Ip the soc1e
f owner
.
I d
t
f
t
o
ems
sys
Q
en
.
g
in
p.en
his
Concluding
we,m ust strive for self actualO
viothat
say
to
pil
went
He
ulting
res
hang-ups
huma n .
.d - m support of · IS argument.
• ty. L • d
'T'h
· ·d i. •
·
sa1 ,
·
eonar
ization."
.., e socie
from the · Protestant ethic." .- Jenee · i:;; . one ·of the major , statement he said, "We are,· or 1 eoiogies.
"This fact," he (went on to "tells us to hang our clothes .
He went on to say that youth's . , problem~ that must.be dealt running as fast as we can to
LEONARD'S STATEMENT
THE PRIMARY thing we
reaction to .the · system is ·. with as part o°f the ·crisis that stay 'in the same -place,· a ~d say, "bears a direct rela tion- on a limb, but don't go sMm- triggered immediate rea~tion ;
need to _do he .said is to stop
.
"chafacferistic,· for the young t aces . us .toclay. According to that ain't fast e11ough. We ship to the youth's revolt mingt
from Schlesinger who. emphatHe· further blasted t!le con- ically pointed out tha t passion analyzing the wcirld from a
_.C<-violence· is ha rm must move · outs~de our linear agains~ the system." By their
always consider themselves Theobald,
' .
. -.
,
rear view mirror.
" consumes intelligent · a rguUnlike Theobald, . Schlesingment."
Leonard · defended his -posi- er contended. that "_we are
tion by stressing tha t "reason going through a historical cri•
sis a nd the only wa y of sur~
without passion is s terilf .'.'
mounting it is thinking thing~
Theobald kept the discord
out l'his ~s the only effective
from breaking down the dia- .
·
,
of a ction."
plan
lo_gue by saying that we were
Perils who for most of the
going through another -break
_period .common in the history time remained silent spoke up
to compare the protesting
of rrian.
youth of today . to -the young
THERE HAVE been three people of 1930's in the era of
serious break periods ,in the the labor riots.
}";;.: \'._ i\\\/...:.:·:(::
.·
~, x,,
The dialogue and discord
history of man he said. One
-.r
t1:,_ · :
~ \}~t~
✓
when we changed from · a continued . throughout the en~
~
hunting to an agricultural so- .tire afternoon and many of
'·' ;;.~
, ...
cie ty. . Another ·w h e n we those' who attended came out
. ,
,.
,,
,
'
· changed from a n agricultural with the feeling that perhaps
· to. an industrial society. The ni. e a n i n g J.u 1 , ~<m1m]mi~athird w~en we chi;nged from tion had taken place.
ted of Robert ·v~hook, Ray- . the last generation." 1
mond Zogorski II, Michael ElRe concluded his opening
worth, Robert Warner, profes- remarKs by saying, '!We m ust
sor and chairman of Ameri- build the inner resources of
can Idea, and David Leonard, the human mind in order to
associate professor of History. achieve the reform we seek."

co- ·
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Leo Perlis Addresses Fdday·'~ Leisure Discussion In The Theatre

Theobald Says

Schlesinger Cites
leisure's ElleCts
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·Crisis Must
Be Defined
much more rapid rate of •
change."
Theobald's p r o g r a m
. stressed significant changes
in the areas of institutions, information systems, and education. In all three he pointed ·
out, "they must be referents
to the problems in the real
world."
In the area of Institutions,
he called for institutes of layman and experts to study the
problems inherent in the. society. He stressed there should
be no •distinction between the
laym.e n and the experts.
CLARITY OF information
and exploration into matters
we don't seem to know much
about are the main features of
the second part of his threestep program. He called for a
decent form of information
transmission so ~at it will be
possible, ''to find out what we
don't know, instead arguing
about issues that have already been s~ttled."
In the field of education he
called for the abolition of the
teacher-student distinction.
"In the end," he said, "we
must seek voluntary means to
revolutionary .. ends. T h e n
}lopefully can the role of the
economist and the ecologist
be merged."

'The Impossible Dream'

Meet the man with the
College Senior Plan

Jack F. Newkirk
ff you're · a college senior or graduate

student, · Protective Life 's College Senior
Pl?t n i~ for you. This uniqye life insurancesavings program offers special benefits at
preferred _rates. "And yo ur policy -is com•
pletely pa,d up by normal reti r~ment age.
Remember, 100, that premium deposits
may be deferr~d until your earni ngs in•
~rease. ~ound li ke a. plan worth investigat•
mg? It_ 1s. ~et full information from yo~r

of

,I

·

We're holding ,
thecards. ,

j

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.
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Wide Selection & Colors

Reforin, Reconciliation·
Called For ·By .Per/is,

j -

.

Economist Robert Theobald ·
urged audiences ·attending the
Conference on Technology,
Human Values and Leisure to
"try the impossible so that we
can go on to do the possible."
Leo Perils, national director
of the AFL-CIO Department
of Community Services countered Theobald's advice, saying, "We must do the possible
and try to be right."
In an address following
Theobald's speech Friday
morning, Perlis said, "In our
~ociety there . are only five
roads to travel: the reactionary road, going ,b ack to · 'the
good old days'; retaining the
society as it is; resigning oneself in the ultimate resignation, saying 'let's get off'; re1volting against the greed, cap·italism, and hypocrisy in this
~ciety - in order to establish
what?; or tlfe road of reform
and reconciliation." ,
PERLIS TOLD the gather-

JIM HARRELL PONTIAC
NORTH GATE

'

LEOl'ERLIS
"· ... do 1he possible."
ing that be was in favor of
taking the fifth road and using
"every tactic within the
framework of the Establish•
ment toward reform, to create a society that will serve
all of the people."
Perils said that every tactic
included "everything short of
violence and irreconcilable
•
confrontation.
• "While I defer to the ac-

'

-- Hey,fellows, the number is

626-77,17

Leisure.

-.J

,'

•

No
Joffre Dumazedier-University
,
fields to become. so empiricist, that they disregard human values.
The humanist sees in technology an instrument, without seeing its aesthetic potential,
He said that religion may contain a key to
the problem of leisure and contemplation, for
religion is an identific11ti6n with transcendent
meaning. Its function is to contemplate. But
the problem is that technology has undermined

working tools in our society." There-is a ten_de_n_c_y_o_f_th_e_s_OC1_._o_lo.;.gy;..;_b_l_ol_ogy:.:...'-:-an_d.:.p.:.ys_'ch_ol_ogy:::.._th_e_co_n_ce..:p:..ti__·o.:.n_of__G.:..o.:..d.:.'.:.:.h.:.e.::ad.:..d::e:..::d.:...

THE .BEACHCOMBERS
,.

DANCING AND ENTERTAINl\1ENT

*
MO!" TO AMOTHER'S DAY·LUAU
'

.

I

TICKETS ON SALE:

u~c. DESK -

ARGOS DESK ~

ANDROS DESK
ANOTHER "SPECIAL" FROM MORRISON'S FOOD SERVICE

-----~======~~~~~~~~~~=~==========~===J_

Joe and Ed, formerly with
,· Adams, invite you to visit them
: at 5509 E, Broadway • •• for fast

Ghetto Leisure Negativ~,
Harlem ' Schoof--Director ·; '

'

.

••~o~ many peorie In com-• . Sil~ ·add~d that. some,l>eopl~
such as Harlem, · have at last , realized that
muruties
-~
\
'
::: Watts, or Newark's Central somethiilg . really fundaqiental
Ward, the concept of leisure is and .,creative,: has got to l;i_e .
no~ a positive thing' at all,j' done cJ1bout the lack o~ equaliI :; i
sa1d Dorothy Maynor, director ty_that has disfigured so much ·
~
of the Harlem School of Arts , of. America's history;
in f-lew York pty, addressing ., "I believe " she said "~at
1
the Saturday morning session there are ~thin both' .blP,ck ··
of the conference on Technolo- and ..white Americans - re, gy, Human·. _ya1ues _and Lei• -S1Jurt;:es of" iroderstanding and
J
,~• practical •: common sense • to
' .~ure.
•:
society afloat._
~ Instead of leisure ti m e, - keep
.at
Maynor
Miss
'
"
we
here
,, ' these ,are areas ,w
· must speak of ·unemployment, , .deals _with the culturai eciucaIdelness, or s~l.ftlessness. she tion of deP,rived children in
:.:. . the Harlem
_ - _~, _
·&~Id.
· -..,.,..---1
· ~·- -The question •of the relation . - - - , - - ~
.
. •
:· ,. •
to
technoiogy
Ame!1can:'
of
,.
human values and leisure Prereg1strat1on Sfated
•, • ·
cannot be approached without F. · H'
Good feelin' .goes with square dealin', so call Joe or Ed. • co11sidering the bearing that it
or 1st~ry Ma1ors · .
Free delivery of auto parts to any garage or service sta- . has orr ~e li~e~· and fortunes
The Department"•of,_ History
. . tion in Tampa.
of -so~e 20-milhon black peo- has announcea they will conple. " H~r~ is-involved the fate ?nue. their_,Policy of preregof our c1tt,es;; the health of our 1Stration for history majors
economy,. the. tax structure, Jor' Quarter IV.
..
Division of Ed Lee, Inc.
It wilh be conducted - in Soand( our 9-wn .posture before
' 33619 ·~e world_ a!j- ~ democratic so- cial Sclence,260 .on May,26, 27 '
5509 E. Broadway, Tampci, Fla.
·
and • 28, · '":
e1ety," saidMissMa)'.llOr.
,' ••rvice and the best prices!

Music By

I. ,

MESTHENE · SAID THAT ''ONE OF · the
problems today is the seductiveness of the

I.NSTALLED AND
GUARANTEED!

ARGOS·POOLSIDE

• FREE FOR STUDENTS ON 21 MEAL PLAN
• $J.55 FOR STUDENTS, FACUlTY AND GUESTS

1\Ve refer when we speak of leisure time, he
added.

experienced auto parts

MOTHER'S DAY

T~EAT

"Technology is .o ur society tool box," he
said. It includes the mi,.chines as well as the
spectrum of intellectual -capacity; while humanitles is the expressive moral and contem•
plative aspect of living. It fs to this aspect that

•• •·if you want

,......w.n,

MAY .11

-

The challenge of technology In our ~iety
is being ln~erently met, sai~ Dr. Emmanuel
G. Mesthene, Director, Program on Technolo.g y and Society at }{arvard University, addressing the Satur~ morning session of the
Conference on Technology, Human Values and

OPEN SUNDAY 12-6

wa.n.o/,l'liUl'll•n.111.

by Elena & The Wahinis

By RICARDO PLANAS
Staff Writer

10415 Fla. Ave./Ph. 932-4315°

PROT~r;~~~~~•.

· PERLIS CONTINUED, "We
have a generation behaving it•
self as if it was the last generation. The new generation
feels that they have no past
and act sometimes subconsciously as if they have no fu· ·
ture."
Perlis said that in spite of
the ever..present threat ta-·
tntal annihilation, "we must
learn to live as though there
were a tomorrow."
Discussing the Increase in
lejsure time in the past years
and in the future, Perlis said,
"The use of any resource
without the use of wisdom can
and has destroyed, . and the
same thing· can be said about
free time. It can lie used to
enrich our society or destroy
it."

Technology So~iety Clash·,

• If you,r language professor can't translate these
features, come see Pancho Alvarez at Jim Harrell
·- Pontiac, Northgate locaiion.

JACK F. NEWKIRK

Suite 206 Ma riner Bldg.
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fl a. 33609
Tel: 877-8391

'

credited intellectuals," Perlis .
said, "I must say that they
don't' have all the answers.
Everyone is trying to present
us with half-baked answers·,
and some of us are accepting
them."

By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer

From $339S \

$329S.00

.

.

~

: Proteclrve Lrfe College Representative. (

.

/.,~·

, /' ;
· ENGINES,
RADIATORS,
-REAR ENDS AND ·\
~ TRANSMISSIONS ·
INSTALLED AND
:~GUARANTEED! . '

I

t,

our

the-,present

area.

OPEN SUNDAY• PH. 626-771l ',)

Allen's Used Auto Parts

·

Luau Slated
For May 11
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Prep Journalists
Workshop Here
A workshop to help high
school newspaper advisers
produce award-winning papers will be conducted at USF
June 23 to July 3.
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,
professor and chairman of
journalism and Oracle publisher said the workshop will
cover essential steps in planning and producing outstanding high school papers.
The nine-day course will include staff organization, business management and advertising. In additjon to classroom work, advisers will produce a workshop tabloid for
practical experience. T h e
course carries four hours of
university-credit.
Asst. Prof. Steve Yates, former Florida and Alabama
newsman, and other ·n:ietnbers ·

Planetariu~
Schedules
May Show
"Time Keepers in the Sky"
will be the May planetarium
program.
The program will feature
information about planets
and comets a n d their regular "timetable" appearances.
There will be a genera,}
discussion of the three different kinds of calendars and
how they were and still are
derived from astronomical
motions.
Joseph Carr, .planetarium
director, will explain the ancients' calendar system of
3,500 years ago and how it
changed through the ages.
The free program will be
presented each Sunday afternoon at 2 :30 p.m. Clubs,
schools a n d OPganizatiuns
may make reservations for
by calling the planetarium,
e~ . 580.

of the USF journalism faculty
will conduct the workshop,
joined by practicing newsmen
and several prize-winning
high school advisers as consultants.
Sessions will be from 8:30
a.m. to 3 :30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. On-campus
housing and food service will
be available. Further information can be obtained by writing or calling the Journalism
Program at the University of
South Florida.

Love-In TO Rock
Rowl,ett May, l S
A Love-In will line Rowlett
•P ark from noon to sunset.May
18. Ainpng the bands who will
provide music for the occasion are The Power, The
Beads, The Odessy, The Heritage and The Buckwheats,
Bring lunch, flowers and
friends· to the park, · located
about one mile from Busch
Gardens. Cokes will be sold to
provide money for future
Love-Ins.
For further information _contact Doug Linden • 932-0144.

I will switch to Tampax tampons,
the internal sa nitary protection
that outsells all others combined.
J will ride a bike, swim, play

tennis, dance ... and do my daily
exercises every day of the month
if J wish.

EDITOR:
The following is a letter we
just sent to the Tampa Tribune:
We believe your editorial
opinions con~erning Professor
Stevenson are highly irrational. Not only are they slanderous to Professor Stevenson
himself, but also to the principle -upon which the American
Idea is fulfilled: Freedom of
Expression. This freedom of
expression, which is so dear to
Americans in concept, is too
often stifled by blased _statements such as you have expressed.

I
I
il f1

o r wo ,.(11

.EDITOR:
The debate scheduled for
today betwe~n members of
the SDS and the CRU was
. canceled .because it was felt .
that the SDS would use this
method of communication to
exploit 1the issues that were at
hand, and not utilize the debate for the purpose for which
it was intended, that is, to
communicate the issue to the
student body.
Looking back at other s1.10h
meetings on other campuses,
SDS would "pack" the audience, and shout down any opposing view to that which is
expressed by the SDS. They
would attempt to cloud the issues by bringing into the debate non-related social problems which could , not be
solved, thus creating the atm o s p h e r e of a threering-circus, or a carnival sideshow. Our purpose in calling
for such a debate was to dis-

The naval officers information team from · Jacksonville
is on campus today through
Friday froin 8 :30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m. to discuss the Navy
-o'fficer programs.
The "Go Navy" team will
interview, counsel and test eligible students, both' men and
women, who are interested in
earning
commission in the
United States Navy. Available
programs include officer candidate school at Newport,
R.I., for men and women, and
aviation pfficer candidate
school at Pensacola, for those
men interested in becoming
Naval aviators or Naval flight
officers. Also, for those with
appropriate degrees, there
are
specialists
programs
available in engineering, medical, chaplain, leg_al and nurs~
ing fields.

''Consequently we are . ex•tremely pleased-that the munber of people using the cafeteria is sufficiently large to insure that we can maintain a
quality food service program
at a competitive price," Miller said.

a

Member "C~reer Management Assoc."

Golf Tourney
Set for. Saturday
Students, faculty, and alumni may participate in the golf
tournament which will be held
Saturday in conjunction with
the S t u d e n t Associationsponsored "Spring Spectacular" weekend. Registration
will be open through Friday in
the university golf course pro
shop, and tee-off time will be
8 a.m. Saturday.
Prizes of $10, $5 and $3 gift
certificates will be awarded
in each of two categories, net
and gross. A handicapping
system will be used to aid the
weekend golfer.

Florida Gl's
Gov. Claude Kirk issued a
press release Dec. 16, 1968, ordering that all federal and
state flags in
Florida be
flown at half mast on the iirst
day of each month honoring
Florida's Vietnam casualties.
The order said "in view of
the supreme sacrifices being
made by ,t he many brave soldiers from the state of Florida, in South Vietnam~ all federal and state flags will be
flown at half m·a st.
The order said, "As a tribute to the supreme s_acrifices
made by the many braves
members of the armed !orcess ,
from Florida on ,t he battlefields, in the air and on the
seas incident to hostility in
Vietnam until the cessation of
such hostilities," the flag ·will·
be flown at half mast.
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STEER YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
YOUR FUTURE IS THEIR CONCERN

fl

ff:_

I

Florida's Executive Placement
Specialist

-_-f_O_R_R_E_N_T_____
2

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~hare 3 bed~oon:-2 bath house
mcludes sw1mmmg pool and
utilities near USF $45. Call 9882667.
Furnished one-bedroom Apt.
A.C. & heat, near USF, 11719
15th St., $87.50 monthly. Coupie only - no pets. Phone 2253721 or 223-1925 best after 5
p.m.

6. FOR SALE

876-3173 to see if you can quali- colors; two males; two females;
fy.
born March 16 ; Call: 876-9413.
TEACHERS WANTED. Entire
West, Southwest, and Alaska.
FREE REGISTRATION Southwest Teachers Agency 1303
Central Avenue, NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87106.
-M-a~le-Co
- un_s_e~lo_r_s_fu_r_N_o_rt_h_C~a- rolina Co-ed summer camp. For
application send post card to:
T. R. Robertson, camp Pine'q'.Obd, 1414 Felch Ave., Jax.,
Fla. 32207.

15. SERVICES OFFERED

Beautiful AKC Collie puppies.
Impressive pedigree listing
fourteen champions. 401 Belvedere Oval, Temple Terrace,
98B-604l;

Papers manuscripts of any
1ength 'typed in EngUsh, German, and French. IBM executive carbon ribbon. Call Jennifer
at 935-7948.

-------- ----

Career $600 pe::- month, plus expens_e allowance for man needed
for msurance agency. Send resume to: P. o. Box 11702, Tampa, Florid~ 33610.
PART TIME HELP! (Upper
Level Students) Work the hours
convenient to your schedule and
be paid higher than average
earnings. Call Don Henderly at

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

TERRACE

Norelco Model 85 Pocket
Memo Pocket-size
note-taker

sa500

Phone 876-4483
KOROL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT

150 S. DALE MABRY

p.m.
-C-on_g_r_a-tul_a_ti__o_n_s-Si-gma
--'-P-h-i-E-p.
.
silon pledges. Good luck m your
pledgeship. Love, your Little
Sisters - we'll take care of
you!
- - - - - - - - - -FREE TO GOOD HOMESAdorable kittens, choice of

. MONOGRAMIN G

·oNE DAY SERVICE! ·
SHIRTS, SWEATERS
DRESSES & JACKETS

BEAUTY SALON

t.mple Terra~e Shopping Center
Phone 988-2798

HIGGINS UNIFORMS
5108 Nebraska Ave. 233-1821

Temple Terrace Lounge_
8448 56th Street

-------- •------ --

Temple Terrace Cut Rate

liquors
5326 Busch Blvd.
Next To Pantry Pride
«111169 Brlstol•Myl<S CO.

Flag·s To Honor

TO CAREER SUCCESS
c/rv1 oF ,:--Ar-v1PA, Inc.

11!~ HAS COLLEGE TRAINED COUN~LORS TO

:-:-::-•

"'' Llt:>.11-:

food plan. However, in keeping with the current trend
away from a parental attitude
toward students, we no longer
feel it is our responsibility to
make this mandatory.

seems to me that, clthough seminate the facts, and when
Professor Stevenson was not this purpose was in jeopardy,
an American citizen at the we felt it best that we withtimes, he was then, and is draw from such a confrontanow concerned with Ameri- tion.
We still wish to provide the
ca's purpose, image, and
student body with the facts,
problems.
and in this light, challenge the
ON THE FOLWWING day, SDS to debate in a controlled
one of your editorial staff situation, one in w h i c h
writers quoted E d m u n d " planned" interruption can be
Burke, who so aptly stated: avoided. Our suggestion is
"The only thing necessary for that the debate i>e carried on
the triumph of evil is good WUSF television and radio.
men to do nothing." We find it
GARRY BRIESE
ironic that your ignoble attack
CRU President
upon Professor Stevenson,
and your malicious implications, have shown the inability
Thank You
of some Americans to gratefully acknowledge the worth- ,EDITOR:
I would personally like to
while contributions of this
thank
the m~mbers of the Col'man in , overcoming 's ome of
the evil that is present in our lege of BasTc Studies who
voted for me ( all 201 of
·nation today.
them).
FRANCE;S E. WOSS
DO~IENIC L. GROSSO
RONALDSOUD
CBS Representative

No Debate

1-

CLASSIFIED ADS

21. MISCELLANEOUS
Navy R,ecr~iting 14. HELP, WANTED
Male, Female
Anyone with. graduation anTeam Here
- - - - - - - - - - - n.ouncement they would like to
ATTENTION ALL s EN r o Rs sell. Call Lee Richie collect.
for Interviews
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA - Winter Haven 293-4012 after 5:00

-

r~=

AR E MAO E O NLY BY
TAM PAX IN C O RPO R ,._T E O , PA\.1,1 EA. r,1A. SS.

. Florida Atlantic University
students who live on campus
will be given the option of
signing up for food service
next year. Th~ decision to
eliminate t h e compulsory
board plan for resident students, effective since 1965,
was announced by. Roger H.
Miller, vice preseden.t for administrative affairs.
"Last year we were able to
institute a choi-ce whereby a
student could elect a 15 meal
per ·week or 21 meal per week

:t}!

I will be more relaxed and
confident in any situation
because Tampax tampons can't
show or cause odor.

,-o .,- i.:u.o o-,

Florida Atlantic To Set
Optional . Food Service

.

1:1

TA M P A X.® T AMPO t/ S

Pi Sigma Epsilon,. national marke~g fraternity, held their
"April Gathering" Saturday at Rowlett Park. Nearly 70 members, spouses and pledges attended. The local .Beta Beta
chapter is the largest chapter in the United States. ·

i_[_;_\_._l.•

I will 110 longer worry about the
discomfort and inconvenience
of sanitary napkins, pins and ·
belts.

I will be completely comfortable
because Tampax tam pons can't
be felt when they're properly in
place.

. · Sig _Ep's 'A-pril Gathering'

Letters ·To Editor

IF AMERICA is truly the
"melting pot" of cultures, and
freedom is a cherished right;
should a mail's status within
the society be questioned
purely on his citizenship preference and his active exercise
of this right? Such discrimination defeats the f)rograms and
policies of our nation to assimilate the ideals of all bu~
manity. This ''melting pot"
includes the citizenship not
only of Americans, but ALL
men, including Iranians.
Professor Stevenson has
been educated in America
(He received his B.A. from
Yale in 1944, and his law degree from Harvard in 1948),
and has been deemed qualified to educate individuals to
the American Idea. ·And as
you obviously are not aware,
American Idea is not a course
in American patriotism; it is
a course defining "the contemporar~, dome.stk, and in-1
ternational problems characterizing our Americari--..society."
. Finally, since Professor Stevenson became an Iranian citizen prior to pis appointment
at the University of South
Florida, President Allen was
well aware of his (Stevenson's) national affiliation. It

EXERCISE
YOUR
"WILL'..' POWER

A luau will be the theme of
Morrison's Food Service's
special dinner, Sunday, from
5 to 7 p.m.
·
The area surrounding Argos
. pool will be the scene of the
casual dinner.. Entertainment
will accompany the meal.
The · luau will be free to
holders of 21-meal food cards.
The charge for others is $1.55
per person.
Tickets for persons not holding food cards c;U'e available
tJ:irough Thursday, at the Andros and Argos housing offices, and from the University
Center information desk.

0RA CLE

@

111 .

For guys who work night shifts ·a pill for the 'day shift.
· ·
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Greeks Pl\an Weekends And Proiects
Dz'S

Meef Af ,

_Ho,iday Inn

Tau. Located at Moorehead
College iQ -Kentucky, Delta
Tau. Located at Morehead
KD.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity selected Debbie Sellers as
a TKE Calendar Girl.
Sandy .Giesf was lavaliered
to Kyle Pierce, a Sigma Chi.

John Lund, Phi Delta Theta,
lavaliered Gayle Klar. Scott
Christianson, Tau Kappa Epsilon, pinned Karen Solomon.

··* * *

Greeks Oiminish;
Losin_g ·Identity

* Weekend
Sigma Nu's Plan

.
Sigma Nu brothers John St. affiliated with the chapter.
· Delta Zeta has the ' largest
Amant and John Guggenheim Sigma Nu third quarter acpledge class this qu9-t"ter.
Zeta Beta Tau,
were elected Student Govern- tivities include the second anNew -members p 1e d g e d
ment legislators. Steve Ander- , nual White Star weekend.
~esday, April 15 are: Leslye
son, president of the Student Paul ' DeMesquita is ranked
Blumenthal, Debbie Butsch,
zeta -Beta Tau initiated 11
Government, is campaigning -number one on the tennis
· .for president of the Council of team.
Cheryl Cathey, Barbara Cebu- y'
I'd-S .
broth~s Sunday, April 27, Ne..y
la, Pat Goins, Diane HernanZBTs ·are Steve Berry, Steve
Student B o d y Presidents
New brothers are: Charlie
dez, Paulette Jenkins, · Pat Cohn, Alan Greene, Merrill
By JACK PLASKY
ber, f~r a four-year college· ·erst in fraterniUes has_ to be (State)., John Greer, Tom Perritti, Hanyu Chol, Greg
Murphy, Vicki Smith, 'Sheila Foun S
Mersel, Steve Quain, John
· Correspondent
career is approximately $750. • aroused and these men have Driggers, and John Guggen• Fennel Pat Cheffield Paul
Soroka, Tessamae Stewart
Tau Epsilon Ph's FJrst An- Scha effer, R.ichard S chwartz,
.
.
· .. · . _
Witli the increased .cost of ,devised ·a hard sell, business- heim · were appointed to the DeMesquita, Bill Fost;r, and
Co~~ge fratermties . and : education, many _cannot fore- like approach for promoting Student Government cabinet. Torn Newman.
Jenny Walsh and Maxine•Yaf- nu.a I Installation-Founders Cary Shookoff, Robert Silverfe1::. ·
Day Formal was held at the · man, Stuart Smith and Gary sorori~es all over !he country see their · ability . to pay. the benefits of being a frater- · Stevf Adams was · invited to
· Third quarter officers are:
become a member of Pi Joel Bronstein, commander;
DZ Initiated new pledges ' Port-o-Call in -Tierre Verde Weinstein. ·
a:e bemg faced ~ 1th a g~eat Fraternities and · sororities ·nity man.
April 27 at Holiday Inn. Ini- Saturday evening, April 19.
Scott Barnett, ZBT's entry, dilemma -:- their possible have become big cqrporations
No better reason for the Sigma Epsilon, a national 'Al Torrence, lieutenant cominvoJved in · million dollar· · need for -such arousement was marketing fraternity. ,
tiates are Patty Bass, Susan U.S.F. Vice-President Wun- wori the "Ugliest Man · on death·
mander; Bob Bazata, treasurThe enthusiasm and interest transactions each year.
shown than last · April 20 on
Cody, I,lillie Gordon, Ann Grif-:_ derlich and Miss Phyliss Mar- Campus" contest.
Don Walker, a transfer er; Brian Stehli, recorder and
ZBT held a · beach outing to become- members of such
campus is no different the USJ: c~mpus. To promote from Stetson University, has Steve Adams, pledgemaster. _
fin, Mary Lee He~ey, Ginger shall attended.
.
Matthews, Jeannie~ Pangle,
TEP installed new officers and cookout at .Clearwater oi:ganizations is slowly dimin- than others with fratel'l)ities the _begmmng of Greek Week,
Susan Phillips, Judy Friede, that evening:· chancellor, Ken Beaeh on Saturday, May 3.
ishing. Threatened by' the loss and sororities. Lack of inter- a parade was assembled by
Grace Rhea, Jean ·Robcke, Kay; vice chancellor, Bob
.
I
of identity, which might come est for the 14 fraternities and all the Greek societies . . The
"GO!-FORTHE FURY, with being stereotypel as a 9 sororities at USF has risen Gre~ks then paraded from the
Janice Sarian a nd Kath Y Grumet;- bursar, Bob Moses;
-FORCE AND FUN OF ff_
1
Q
fraternity man or a sorority steadily with increased enroll: theatre parking lot to the
Sumner.
. recording scribe, G e o r g e
A movie so brilliant, so special that
1
Panhellenic installation was Kagan; corresponding scribe,
e ~S ·
girl, freedom seeking colle- - nient. Less than 10 p~r cent of Greek games on the aihletic
it's dangerous to write about IL
Tuesday, April 15. DZ Nuri Allan Maisel; Inter-fraternity
-Delta Zeta began the quar- gians are turning -their inter- the totaf student - enrollment field.
I'll
be talking about ILforever."-too,c
Not more than 10 indepenDeLaCruz was installed presi- Council Representative, Lee ter with the largest pledge ests toward student's rights, are members of suC'h organident of Panhellenic. At the in- . Olitsky; Pledge Warden, class ·for Quarter III. Those political involvement and so- zations and recent rushes in- dents witnessed this parade
stallation, DZ rec.e_ived ..the How1·e Cahen·, and' ·Member- pledged were: Leslye Blumen- cial reform:
"ANGRY, TOUGH AND FULL
dicate that the future may-not - and th e aceom panving
.,. onam es
scholarship tray _for the · at-Large, Glenn Shuman.
thal, _Debbie Butsch; Cheryl
Instead of growing with col- be bright.
and these did so merely b!
OF STING!,,_LJfE
pledge cJass with the highest · Chapter superlatives were Cathey, Barbara Cebula, Pat leg e enrollment, national
The Inter-Fraternity _Council chance. Tire lack
an aud1grade point.
· ,
presented ·during the formal Goins, Diane Hernandez, Pau- fraternities have been shrink- at USF knows that a solution ence was very evident. The
"WILL PROBABLY BE THE
Sister Betsey Mellen was Pete Aliotta, who graduated lette _Jenkins, Pat Murphy, ing. Many fraternities have is needed. They have pro- problem is known, but _the
BIGGEST MOVIE ON COLLEGE
selected sweetheart for Pi in Ma~h, is Best Athlete. Tessamae · . Stewart, - y i ck i lost ,, chapters on large cam- posed that outside help is reasons are not.
. I
Sigma Epsilon, national busi- Allan Maisel is Hardest Work- Smith Sheila Soroka ·Jennie puses, many have become ex- needed to arouse ·interest in
MAYBE THE --TROUBLE .
CAMPUSES SINCE 'THE
ness fraternity. ·
ing Brother. Bob Grumet is Walsh·and Maxine Yaffie.
_tinct a nd some have be_en fraternities and the fraternity has been that . fraternities
GRADUATE'!"-v,LLAGEvo,cE
have 1been resting back on
· DZ Pam Plata is engaged to Best Brother. Norm Googel is , Delta Zeta State Day was ., s:vaHo:ved up by lar~er~ more system in general.
Craig Hutchinson. Susan Ash- Best· Pledge and Allan Maisel held in Cocoa Beach ·April 12. financially stable nationals.
Present 1
the Inter- 1their established traditions
"LET IT SUFFICE TO SAY THAT
man, formerly Susan Rice, , is Best JBig -Brother for the Iota Lambd11- was chosen the
RECENTLY, Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity Council is contract- and popularities :~vhile the col:
if_lS A MASTERPIECE,
married_Robert, Ashman Jan- Quarter 2 pledge class.. ,
most outstanding FI or id a fraternity, with 74 active · ing with a group of national lege atrnospJ}ere, ~as become
reason
enough to rank Anderson
uary 4.
TEP installed five pledges chapter.
, ,
chapters, took over Phi Sigma fraternity executives w h o more progressive and liberal.
among
cinema's
major artists."-PtAvso.,
last week. New- pledges are . mITIATION WAS he Id Delta fraternity, an old estab- have formed a marketing
Perhaps now, with a forBill Led~, Joe Caveliere, Stu_ April 27 at the _Holiday Inn. lishment with 56 ~hapters, in• team to sell fraternity life.
ward, more modern approach
fflESE MEN, forseeing the toward membership~ .;olicita.Adlestein, Pete RobusteJli and Those initiated were: Patty a very ·controversial merger.
"THE MOST INTERESTING
Top· Trophy
. g Q·r f raterDan Russell.
Bass, Carold Childs, Susan
In addition, it has -become possible death of fraternities, t·10n an d an upd~tin
FILM SO FAR THIS YEAR ...
Delta Tau Delta Trophy for -· A TEP delegation will be Cody, Ann Griffen, Billie Gar- financially impossible for have· -planned; set up and run nity policy things will imA superb job .•• if.,.. is a brilliant
Outstanding Sorority , Parti¢~~ ' sent to Gaineiville · 1?1ursday don; Mary Lee ijealey, Ginger • many college students to join. successful rushes on cam- prove. The number of fall
and disturbing film."- voGuli
pation was awarded .to Kappa th!ough Su nd ay to ~tay !9r. the Matthews, Jeanne Pangle, The average cost of being a- · puses that have been having rushees will show the effect of ,
Delta . at the Greek Dance- Southeastern ~egionaI Con- -Stisan Phillips, Judy Preide, fraternity or sorority mein- unsuccessful programs. Inter- the new approach:
"IF YOU'RE YOUNG, YOU'LL
April 19. KD also won this tro- ., -clave of t:!1,e Fraternity.. Ken ·crace Rhea, Jean Robcke,
REALLY DIG if_1t you're
phY, last year.
~ay and Bob Grumet will at- Janice Sarian, and Kathy
not so young, it's more reason than
Jtinior~' Panhellenic · elected- teng the frq.ternity's biennial _Sumner.
;
ever to go-see what it's all about!"
. KD Pledge Sara Kirby .ts their convention ·n _ Washington,
-COSMOPOI.ITAN
. president.
D.C. at the I Hotel Americana .
Nuri De La Cruz was in~Ellen Daugherty is the new in August.
stalled as th~ president of
pledge ~lass president. Other
Little Sister Linda . Kauf- Panhellenic;. The pledges,were
.PARAMOU~T
pledge class officers ~lected . mann .is engaged to. a gradu- awarded the silver tray for
.PICTURES for Quarter III are: Barbara', ate student at Temple' Univer- highest G.P.~. for the year
IK!SII'~
.I
J;wgers, vice !!resident; Ruth sity. Paul Wahnish is pinned among all sorority pledges.
AMEMORIAL
Albright, secretary; J a n to Martha Goldstein 'a nd Alan Billie Gordon was president of
ENTERPRISES
FILM
Story, treasurer; ,Sar.a Kirby, Brass is ·'pinned . to Iris Fis- Junior Panheilenic and Sheila
press chairman; Diane." Woo- chler. Bruce .Goldstein is . la- Soroka is the present secre.
dell, · scholarship chairman; valiered · to ' Barbara Brass; tary •
Janice Sedewater so· c i a 1 Bob Moses to Janet Carr; Ken
Betsy Mellen was chosen P1
chairman· ·Marie' ·Andrews, Kay to Marsha -.S.egall; and Sigma Epsilon sweetheart.
songlead~; and Judy: Best, ··Jerry.,...S1ernslelif' is ·1avaliered' '° -Ann ' ~riffirf is'-1~ -~ - calen-___ _
Giant Hamburger (6 6z:) •••50 '
;;:· activities chairman. ·· · · ·
to ·'Valerie !lubi:n. ·
· dar girt· Candlelightmgs were
Fried Fish Filet ................45
· · On Sunday, April 27, KD
-held for the engagements of
Ham & Swiss Cheese .........50
held an installation serviceDonna Routh, Pam Plata, and
Roast Beef .................. :..... ss ·
tor ·a new ·KD ·chapter Delta
Janice Puglio.
K~sher Corned 8Hf ........ ~75
....wl1icl1 side
.
'
tnauguraf~S
The Delta Zetas honored
1. 10124 FLORIDA :4VE..
·sliced Turkey ..................60
will you be ont
2: 10200 • 30lb rnu:ET Alpha Delta' Pi. initiated their mothers at a tea SunLarge Submarine •)>•""·"• ;65
3. 90I WE.ST KENNEDY
Italian Sausage ••.,........... .65
eight sisters. New ADPs are day·
IOULEVA.Rq
s
Big St. John ................... .s_
Hr~
:
,
,
•
)
I
Betsy ·Bernard, Carol Hamer,
Baked Ram .................... .50
P a u 1 a H i n e s, P a u I a
Roast Pork ......:.............. .65
MALCOLM McDOWELl·CHRISTINE NOONAN·RICHARD WARWICK·DAVIDWOOD
Humphri~, Jani~ McCa,11, EonKosher Pastrami ............. .SS
Sct""Pi'J r,,
Or!ded "'
~"'
.t 935- 3965
nie :ri:::Kay, Liz Raliegh and
Sliced Ch icken ............... .60
ROBERT
SWANN·DAVID
SHERWIN
·
LINDSAY
ANDERSON·
MICHAEL MEDWIN"
2
9358204
· Chi Omega led the · Greek
Lynne Sharpsteen.
Tampa's Be~t Cuban Mi xed.55
254- 7461
3.
BOXES
This week is ADPI's_ "Send Week parade with their
LINDSAYAN~ERSON·COLOR·A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
•tz Fried Chicken ...................... _1.00
-a Mouse to College" week. "Flying Hootie" chariot. Chi
Frl■d Jumbo Shrimp ................. .I.CO
Each mouse . costs 27 cents. O received honorable mention
TAMPA. FLORIDA
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce..50¢ & 75¢
•G'" '-"·
Mone); collected from U.S.F. for their decorated kite. April
·ear 8-Q Chicken ........................ J .00
students and faculty will guy 1 was Sandy Kay Day on
mice for the American Cancer WLCY radio statipn for sister
Sandy Kay's work as publicitySociety's rese_arch.
Friday, April 25, ADPI sis- chairman of Greek Week.
ters gave their pledges a Sandy is president of Chi 0.
slumber party. Pledges were . ChiO's initiation weekend
Dear Graduating Coed:·
/
\
sent on a treasure hunt, began with a slumber party
"What
am
I,
doing
here?"
as
a
TWA
Hostess.
After
all,
my
Psych
maj~r
could
have
led
to
searching for · their big sister. Friday, -April 18. On Saturday,
:
Annele Puglisi receives our April 19, the sorority held forsomethipg1nteresting. I gave up a great job as ·alegal secretary, and was even accepted by
''Diddley-Pooh Spirit Award mal initiation. New sisters
\.
a good law school. _
of the Week" for -her work on are Charner Benz, Gail CrowGreek. Week.-~ · ·
ell, Susan Eastwood, Cherie
I've been thinki~g. Why did I become a TWA Hostess? Did I do the right thing? And • :
Farr, · Paula Hinton, Janet
.
strange as it may seem, I know l did exactly the right thing.
Lewis, Cathy P appas, Jane
• It's not easy to explain all my feelings about flying for TWA, but let me try. First, as a
Skipp, Janice Tucker, Candi
Hostess I have the opportunity to meet people ...;.. all kinds of people, from all kinds of
Turner, Peggy Walker and
Detla Tau Delta initiated Betsy WarriFler. A breakfast
nlaces, with all ~inds of personalities. Thes.~ are interesting people. They_g~t you involved.
10 , new brothers and nine was held Sunday at the PanYou begin to understand-what life is all about. _
..
cake House for the new sis·pledges.
And there's the travel. There are so many fantastic places·all.over the .world I can go oil
. New pledges ·include Ron ters.
Anderson, C h r i s Dobbins,
Sister Judy Hamilton marTWA. Paris, San Francisco,\Rome, Miami: Athens, Dar Es Salaam;Madrid, New Yark,
John Burr, Jerry McGuinn, ried Raymond Olivero in OrBombay, Bangkok, to inention a.few. Every place is different. Every place is exciting. .
Peter I Simmons, D a n n y lando on Saturday, April 19,
Believe _me, this ch.anc~ to tra~el and -~eco~e involved with_ peqple of many cultures 1s
Th9mpson, Jim Underhill and · New pledge class officers
tile. b-ig reason why I decided to fly·for TWA.
_ ·
·
·
Willi_
s,
~
are:
Rita
Estes,
president;
Gregg
New brothers are Scott Ber- Pat.Thompson, vice-president; ,,Mon~y, of cours~, a,consideration. -My job is a good paying·one, But ~ne thing discounts
nath, Bob DeLong, . Geqrge B a r b · S m i 1: h, secr~tcl,ryany higher·paying job - the fact that I travel to places all over the world in the course of a
Furrow, John Harris, ·.Bob _ treasurer and Junior Panhe1-·· ,
year,
while most girls are saving for that.once-a-year two-week vacation to a spot with 2,000
Minthorn, Ralph Murray, Mac lenic representative ; Pam
other tourists.
·
·
·
Turninella_, John Watts, Norm McGrath, . historian ; f am
Williams and Carn Wilson.
Hancock, activities chairman;
I .
I've had some people tell me that I'm no more than a "glorified waitress." Sure, I serve
Delta Tau recently .held a and. Gail Peckney, songleader.
food-and drinks but I consid~r the passengers on the airline my g11ests. I feel that
picnic and aetivitres day for · . •
entertaining and serviIJ.g·guests are duties of a gracious hastes~ - not a"glorified
,Kappa Alpt,a
boys-from the, county juvenn~home. The --Delts. treated th'e
waitress." None'of the passengers look on me as a waitress. They consider me a friend.
•
I
boys to _ hot dogs and soft · naugurateS
Making a few people a little happier each day gives you a great feeling.
drinks, and pl~yed baseball,
Pi Kappa Alpha tnitiated· 11
The job is not all -glamour. There are ups and downs and unexpected happenings. Grouchy
football and - ·basketball with new members. Initiates -are ·
-passengers.
Cryjng babies. Cancelled flight's on Christmas Eve so you can't get home. But
them.
Cliff Kindel, Phil Foster, Ed .
·
Jones, Bill Bowman, Wayne
it's the best job I could ever have ! I've learned so much ab put people. I've learned,about
Skilton, Allen Gordon, , John :
myself. Most -girls can 'only dream about the things I've ·s ee'n and done. Whate~er is-in ~e
Henninger, Enrico Maschino;
future - anpther job~marriage ..:... feel :µiy flying as a Hostess will prove to be as much of
Jack Tyner, John O'Rourke·
an ~sset' as my c"ollege education~ __- · - .
Kappa Alpha Theta i~tiated and Ed Tocco.
·
new pledges on -Tuesday, · The fraternity held a tea
.A is a rapidly growing company in.a ·rapidly growing industry and I have a piece of this
·April 15'.
Sunday, April 20, to select
·
action. I feel I can·really play an important part in keeping TWA No. 1.
. New · pledges · are -Susan four, new Little Sisters of the
Allen, Kathy Carroll, Eileen · Shield and Diamond. On Moncan: see that I'm glad I decidecf to fly with TWA.
·, So, "-.jyou
Foster, Denise Garcia, Teri day, ~pril 2r, PKA initiated
..
'
Lounsbery, Barbara McClel- the new Little Sisters. Chosen
Ian, Linda Martinson arid are : . J anice Tucker, Chi
fttt~//f---"
Lenda Peron to. Colonizer Omega; Pooh Pieffer, Chi '
P.S. You· can fly.
Gale Hays land Ceil Willson Omega; J anice McCall, Alpha
Come.in for an interview
TWA Hostess
perfo.r med the initiatiof! c~re- Delta Phi; Hillard Heath; and
Date
:
Wednesday,
May
14
mony. ,
Harriet Daniel, Tri Delta.
Time: Contact Placement Center for Appointment
Judy Huffman is engaged to · PKA members and alumn'ae
Paul Roe, Sigma Nu. Peggy danced at a fraternity Sock
Place: Placement Center
. -- -Rocha is engaged to Mik Hop . Fridl!Y, April lS. Jerry
-It's like no job on earth
Non-Ogre Interviewer: Sandi Donaldson
Snuggs. Ginny Weeks is en- Eicholz received the door
An equal 'Opportunity employer
gaged · to Bob _L a u b a c k, prize for the be~t imitation of
a sock.
- Lambda Clli"Alpha.
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Be A TWA Hostess

Films A Nationwide Mania

12-THE ORACLE-May 7, 1969, U. of South Florida

.By J ~ Bl,.AKE

Corresponde1d

Bentayou are optimistic about
their film and their futures.
Cecil said, "Film-making is
something that happens that
people want to do and other
people want to look at. It's
about materialism and sexual
perversion." Bentayou added,
"Because the •film isn't finished yet, and since we're
employing a very organic
creative proce.ss, I really
can't say what will be" in the
finished product."

The film-making mania is
sweeping the country. Even
Hollywood, the movie-maker's
mecca, has, become enthusiastically receptive to new ideas
· and fresh.new talent.
MARKET STUDIES reveal
more than half of the moviegoing public is under 30 years
of age, and Hollywood has
embraced the theory that to
reach the young it's best to ,
_ _ • B~NTA~OU'S ZEAL for
use young film-makers.
USF students with an ~ g films has blossomed
eye to a career in films are ?,iilY_ m the past few months.
It JUSt seems the most na_tuVan B. Cecil and Frank Ben-,
tayou. Recently, the two stu- ral - o~~:t for an~. creatiye
dents collaborated on a script, ~nsibiHties I have, he said.
The ~ : to express ~yself
recruited local actors did their
own camera work and shared on celluloid draws me m the
directing duties in making . ~ e _. m:mner . the urg~. to
their first film. This first ef- write fiction draws others.
fort is a short work entitled _ When questioned a b o u t
"The Treasure" and ·Cecil arid . wheri '-his interest in film.

Two

Filmmakers Shoot More F~qtage

---=-~- -------- --:------ -------- :--~1

'We Took Turns

i

Getting Undressed'?

.
Photo by Ray Zagorski

Bentayou ·frames Up
Frank Bentayou_is "scoping"· out a scene before he shoots a
roll of film for one of his movies. Bentayou has been interested in cinematography for over a year. ·

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS

LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
1:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

R').

·Birds;;,;.;;;;·'JJ~.'YYJ
WORLD TRAVEL OFFERED

By FLOATING CAMPUS
Mrs. Iris Powers representative for World
Campus Afloat - Chapman College, will
be on campus Wednesday, May 7 to talk
_with1 students interested in an accredited
semester of international study.
Students are invited to a slide presentation
of "A Semester At Sea" at which time _a pplications_procedures will be discussed.

- -University Center Lobby WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL TABLE
Wednesday, May 7
9 A.M . ..:.. 3 P.M.
FALL SEMESTER ... EUROPE, WEST AFRICA, EAST AND WEST COASTS OF
SOUTH AMERICA
SPRING SEMESTER - THE ORIENT, INDIA & EAST AND WEST COASTS·OF
.
, AFRICA
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL MRS. POWERS AT THE SHERATON
MOTOR INN (TAMPA) 266-6431 OR WRITE WORLD CAMPliS AFLOATCHAPMAN i:OU.-ORANGE, CAUFORNIA

-THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
- PRESENTS FRI•.• SAT. & SUN. at 7:30 P.M.

ADMISSION • 35c .

BUSINESS AUDITORIUM
(~SA)

four

other policies I TO BORROW HER HUSwith the
·
- BAND FOR ONE NIGHT have?"
good. I
MY MOTHER - WAS AL- "Look, Sis, He's really you."
· tell you, he can help
WAYS RUNNING - "It was · When did she go wrong? How
almost a sickness. I realize could she have agreed? These
that now." Full of action, still, questions raced through~Kay's
the blonde · in her middle
mind as she thought of that
twenties spoke quickly and
"He was only in the
night.
with speed. ''But !:hat new
perhaps an hour befor
room
Porsche was too much. I had
fore things started to happen.
to run it till the wheels fell
First the washer bumped and
off."
jumped, then the whole thing
- blew up. I knew I should have
SEX
ABOUT
LEARNED
I
·
ON MY LUNCH HOUR - "I . called a real repairman."
had to keep those hours to
FIFTEEN AND HE USED
myself - no one knew." AI·
most taunting her secret, the - ME 'TO PROVE HE WAS A:
girl with the sly eyes contin- REAL MAN - "I never realued to reveal her story "Bof ized what he wanted. How
and, I WERE getting married could I at orily that young tensoon, and the book the doctor der age?" The scene was pitigave me to read was very ful. The young thing cried to
helpful. My lunch hour was herself. "I know I'll never fall
the only time I had to read at for that old. line again: 'Hey,
Doll Want to try to build a
work."
pyramid?" She looked down
WE TOOK TURNS GET- at her sandy; bruised knee
TING UNDRESSED - "The and elbow.
room was crowded and you
could almost see the steam
gathering," said the 16TE~PLE TERRACE FLORIST
year-girl. She wasbashful and
almost afraid to tell her story.
"But, the sale was just too
good to miss, We had to stand
in line to · use the dressing
·room. It was horrible." _
MY HUSBAND LEFr _ME
AWNE ON OUR WEDDING
NIGHT - "It was only two
hours after we entered the
room when I realized some
FLOWERS FOR
thing was wrong." The new
bride kept her head lowered
ALL OCCASIONS
and spoke slowly, painfully.
PH. 988-5010
"Then he told me: 'I'm hungry. I'm going to get some
hamburgers.' And he just
Teinple Terrace Florist
walked out. And was gone for
8912 • 56th St.
a terrifying 15 minutes."
MY SISTER BEGGED ME

By PHILIP RUNNELS
· Editor
Very simply, those thousands of · _True Confession
Magazines . lining the shelves
of !!Very drug store in every
town in America are really an
aI'l'!a for a gi:aduate thesis.
They have· mastered the art
of deceit •Their "Come Ou"
covers ar~_as relevant to the
· story as Spiro Agnew is to
Richard Nixon.
~ in point: a random
selection of covers was made
at a local store and (with just
a tiny bit of paraphrasing) an
attempt was made to show
the REAL relationship between the titilating title _and
the story:
I DIDN'T KNOW WHOSE
BABY I WAS HAVING Pretty young_Sally Benson sat
with her hands holding h~r
head, slowly crying to herself.
"Why did he do 1his to me,
why? I told John I already
was sitting with Mrs. Johnson's son tonight, and he told
Beth I would watch hers too.
It's just ·too ·much for me to
ha.'ldle."
NOW EVERYBODY CALLS
ME "CANDX" - "I remember that day well," 17year-old Mary Rogers recalls.
"I liked the name Mary and
that's how the kids !mew me.
_Then that dumb _intern c;i.lled
roll and · I fell out of my seat
when h~ said 'Candace Mary
Rogers? Now it's 'Hi, Candy'
wherever I go."
THEY FOUND OUT WHAT
I DO AT NIGHT - "You
don't give a darn about me."
shouted Sue. Her parents
tried to comfort her. "We're
sorry, honey." "Sure you are,
sure you -are!" she yelled.
The tears flowed heavily. "If
you're so sorry, why didn't
you give me the money I
needed for lunch - you forced
me to get this job scrubbing
.
floors at night to eat."
MY BO D-Y A'ITRACl'S
-- -"I never realized how
~
much money my body was
I met Bill
worth. Not
from New York." This was
the· confession of a 23-year-old
girl from . a small town who
· found out the truth about the
"Big City!" She speaks
again: "When he told me· 'I
cot4d pose fur mannequµ)S,_- I
laughed But we "tried ·one in a
fashionable men's store wearing mod · clothes · . ; . and it really worked!"
THIS GUY'S ALL TIGER .:_
BUT I DAVE TO TRY HIM
OUT - · "I -·had only spent'
three weeks - .in the · group,'' '
said petite ·Carol. -Cute and ·
welnuilt, ~he spoke · with a ·
seductive voice: "But . my _karate •was already as :.good as .
anybody's and I had to know ·
just how good I was. So :_ I
asked to spar with Bob:" · . ·, ·
·1 LOST FOREVER . B~
CAUSE . I EXPOSED MY-_
SELF TO B1M - "I went
home with nothing ... ·everythirig my parents had done for
me was lost. I was ashamed
of myself." The tired redhead
wore a blouse covered with
perspiration. Her top button
was unbuttoned, eXJJosing a
strap. "I never figured he
would· cheat on me. All I fig•
. ured him fur was a straight.
But I'm sure he saw my hand
when I picked Up-that dropped
chip. Gone! All $200." .
WHENEVER HE TOUCHED
ME, I SAID "YES."-"Sure, I
· liked the guy too much. I'll ·
admit that." Martha was sexy.
There was no doubt in anyone's mind about that. And
she was a fool ·. -. . she had
proven that to herself over
and over again. "I'm just a
sucker for his type. He put his
hand on mine and I said
'yes." And then I had another
insurance policy. Just what
the heck am I going to do

making began, Cecil candidly move into feature films.
Bentayou also plans to rereplied, "Hell, I don't know."
But both students seem to .Illa.in in the low-budget cateknow what they hope for: the gory for .the present time, and
"break" that will pave · the will try to enter some of his
way to profflssional status in
the film industry.
"INDEPENDENTLY a PRODUCED films," said Cecil, are
Dr. R. W. Morell, USF
the rule rather than the exception today. There are chairman of management _and
possibilities for the small - marketing will have his most
producers that never existed . recent book, . './.Management:
Ends and _Means," released
before." Cecil hopes to f!?C·
pand his abilities as a di- . this Spring. _
rector while _ continuing to
-The unique textbook premake low • budget f i l m s.
When · he feels ready· he will sents a new approach to man-

Book To Be -Relec;1sed Soon
agement . based · on the rea•
· saning and knowledge of other
, subjects. The ends; and -means
. of management, discussed in
. their social, · !!thical, psrcho. logical, philqsophical, _ !illd
economic contexts, contains
several leading theoz:-ies of decision-making.

Canada: _
Tuned-in cities and totem:1)91es.
AShakes~are festival and - ·
swinging discotheques.
_Foreign flavor, friendly faces.
-We'll fly you there for half .fare~
Show us your Air Canada youth fare Stand By I.D. card. Or one from
ahy other airline, and if you're under 22 we'll fly you to Canada-·
and all over Canada'rfor only half the price of an economy
_
class ticket.
And you won't have to take off at three in the morning to get the break. You can fly youth fare ori any
Air Canada flight,. anytime, any day.on a stand ·
. ·
.
··
· by basis.
s~e
rather
We'd
deal?
good
a
such
How come
a smile than an ~mpty seat. Come on up to
Canada. We'll smile back.
For what it's all about in Canada and
Air Canada's Swing-Air Club,.
·phone us at 223-1721 in
Tampa.
Or write to Air Canada,
P.O. Box 598, Montreal
101, Quebec, Canada.
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~6 Pages of Literary Enioyment

Prose
. Poetry
Exclusive Interview: Buck Hunry
.
Author of- screen play to "The . Graduate"
I
~

I

future work in film festivals•
A festival pr~e can turn a
struggling film-maker into a
very hot item almost overnight.

& "CANDY"
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